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INSIDE EUREKA is dedicated posthumously to Margaret Thal-Larsen, California's
eminent labor market analyst, who generously contributed her expertise, het time,
WWI the financial pert of her Vladimir Chavrid Memorial Award (1977) to EUREKA.

"Title VI of the. Civil Rights AOt sista:: 'No person in

the United States shall, on the ground of race, Col: or
sr

national origin, be excluded frm participation in, denied

the benefits of, or be subj to discrimination under any 1
program or activity receiv' Federallifrancial assistance.'

Therefore VEA programs st be operated in compliance

with this liw."
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Before you beg% to explore this handbook, take a few moments to read the following

faits and figures on EUREKA, The California Career Information System. -

EUREKA is a cooperative of users' -who wish to improve the career and

educational selection process. It has a Board of Directors consisting

of representatives elected from among its users, and it has offices

located at Diablo Valley College ,and Richmond High School, wherea

aaff of fifteen work. in the areas of information anzilysis,.da try,
0A-1.

user services; computer management, fiscal management; syst te -

ments, and center management,

EUREKA delivers occupational and educational information'o

occupatiOns, 139 programs of study and training, and over 210 p t-

secondarY schools. '

EUREKA-is theonly computerized career and guidance information system

which provides data specific to California. 1(
Y

4. EUREK4 is 14ed throughout California by public Ind private secondary
' 4

schoolsocommunity colleges, colleges, universities, CETA Programs,

Regional Otcupational Pronams, and social agencies. Staff have esti-

metedthat over 350,000 Californians will use EUREKA during 1978 -7 .

5. Monetary support for EUREKA has come from the VocatiPnal Education

the California Postiecondary Education Commission, and user fees.. In

addition, in-kind contributions Have been made by thejiserkeley, Palo

Alto, Richmond, and Sari Francisco school districts; t6 -Contra Costa,

Frsino, and San Mateo County. offices of education; Diablo Valley and

Splano'Community Colleges; cal State Northridge, and the'U.S. Army.

6
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6. Witem ftild *as have demonstrated the following:

1

a. 70% of the users said that the occupational titles which the

compu listed for them introduced some 'hew occupations that

they wo ld seriously consider for futureiwork."
\ /-

- \ 'Ih

b. Usgis Consistentriiikkwed that they -know mo

pects than non-users.
*

*
ut job pros--)

r-

c. Usage averaged <2.3 times per,user per year.

d.. 84% of the users said they.were satisfied with the system and

77% had recommended it to a friend.,

t.)

7. At leastvelve other states now have systems similar to.EUREKA.

8. EUREKA is not a total career guidance system. While t hissystem is

designed for independent client use, success of the system is enhanced

when counselors and teachers assist the user in interpreting information,'

.clarifying specie needs; and planning.fute steps. 4,

I,
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VTHE NAME

: "Eureka" in Greek means."I hdim'found it!" Archimedes is said to have used .'

the expression when, after long study, he, distovered a method of detecting the

amount of alloy mixed wititthe Old in the king's crowns In English, however, ,

depending upon the context, the word commonly refers to a'savings and loan company,

a vacuum cleaner manufactu6r, several American towns, or the California state

motto.
.

.
.The,word now referi to something'else,as well, the California Career

T
Information System.: This EUREKA is a library of occupational and educational

information whichs stored in. computers so i can be updated continually, and_..

so the information can be accessed easily whe needed. The originators of, this

descrike.the verbal reactions of many peop wh

system chose "EUREKA" as the system's nick

kme
because this exclaniation aptly

usedthe sysAeManehaVe
foundiito contain us the inforinatian they were arching for. A

Even though you wil most oaten see "EUREKA" lied entirely, in capital.

letters when it refk.s to the Cal ornia Carer Io ormation System, as if irt-Were

an acronym, it is not an aCronr, t least not one that we know of. 'We caloitalize

e ry letter mostly to distinguish it "from savings and loins, Vatuum cleaners,,.

towns, mitt*. state mott but Aso to identify it with the otter computerized

guidance and counseling s stems it is often compared with: CVIS, GIS, SIGIN.And

DISCOVER.

In thl handbook the word "EUREKA" may be used variously to refer .to any of

the,followiltg,:_ the system In general, the compuierjoi-ogram, the consortium, the

stiff, the information files, the board, or the non- profit$orporation. From the

context you should be able to distinguish'which one is meant in each instance'.
/ .

t
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THE BECicHNINGS

From the)verY nning, EUREKA hivbeen user - oriented. In 1975, an informal,

impecuniods group'teled the Bay Area Sputer Educaters (BACE)* set about selecting

acoMputer7delivered counseling and guidance information system for use by its

members. They -anted a system which would be useful in secondary schools as well

as in cOlTeges and, public service agencies. They wanted a System which would run

on many different computers and,would provtde current; accurate, and locai'infor-

mation: They anted a system which would be easy 'enough for the unsahisticate'd

user to access, 'et informative enough to interest the sophisticated user. They

wanted a system which would be relatively inexpensive to implement and one which

would run with has few problemsHas possible.4 In short, they wanted a system which

did not existin California at that time.

Of all those available, though, the Oregon Career Information SysieM (crs)

came closest to meeting the criteria. Cit had been.conceived in 1969 by educators

fnd employment experts and developed at the University of Oregon with grants from

the Departments of Labor and HEW (Health, Education, and WeTfare). As a system

it was almost everything BACE wanted, except for one major drawback--it lacked

a California data base. There was no information on California occupations,

-GifTfornia.prggrams of study, or California schools; all of this information

,would have to be developed. CIS containdb information strictly for Oregonians.

Yet, ,groups in Iowa, Washington, Colorado, Minnesota, and Massachusetts hid

already adopted the basic Oregon system successfully, localizing the data fileS

for their stat and BACE believed that California could do the same. So, in

January; 1976, BAC .adopted CIS, and with the technical assistance fee supplied

Ay the Richmond School District, the California Career Information System came
into being. Instead of hiring a staff to localize the system for California,

however, BACE, because it had no funds of its own, had to divide among its members
/ .the various tasks to localize CIS for use in California. Berkeley High School

Was responsible for assembling the Preparation file;.ihe Palo Alto District /
assumed the task,of gathering the Program file data; she Richmond District

volunteered to research the occupational information, and Diablo Valley College

took the responsibility for entering all the data into the computer!'

* At that time BACE consisted of members who worked for Berkeley High School,
Contra Costa County Schoolk, Diablo Valley College, Mills High School, Palo,
Alto Unified School District, Richmond High School, San Carlos High School,
San Francisco.Unified School District, Santa Clara County Schools,'sand the
University of San Francisco.

1 -2 9



By September, 1976, the syste was readi for limited use at BACE sites, and'
.

the group had adopted:the name "EUREKA." A month later, the Richinftd District's

Vocational Education Act (VEA) Projectto support EUREKA was funded, and EUREKA'S

prospects for survival started to look prOmising. User handbboks were printed.

The EUREKA Board was established and a constitution adopted. .(see. Appendix):

Users then begp to publicize the system throughout the state informing educational

institutions and public agencies that a California version of Oregon's widely

acclaimed Career Information System was finally available.

In March, 1977, sites which had not participated in the original volunteer

. efforts began using EUREKA for a fee. In July, 1977,.a California PoStsecondary

Education Commission Title 1 grant to Diablo Valley College enabledEUREKA to

improve its files. And in May: f978, Diablo Valley College and till Iichmond

School District together secured a VEA grant to provfde certain St em enhance-

ments. In the futuregiiREKA will continue to seek grants for improving the

system, but the primary support for system maintenance will be user fees.

THE STAFF

Withoukthe efforts of the volunteers who-localized and entered EUREKA'

first data fides, the system never would have materialized, but EUREKA long

ago passed the point where volunteers could keep up with all the work involved

in maintaining a system as complex as EUREKA for a state as large as California.

EUREKA now, therefore, has its own staff who work in the areas 'of information

analysis, data entry, user services, computer management, fiscal management,

system enhance4nts, and center management. These are the fifteen staff positions:

director of information development

labor market analyst

occupational infOrmation analyst

educatipnai information analyst (2)

glikvisit file coordinator

data entry specialist (3),

Airector of user services

user services coordinator

user services specialist (2)

syitems Inalyst

administrative director

. 10 1-3.



THE CONSORTIUM 4 ._
4.

,' 'EUREKA is a cooperative or.cQri rtium of users. (See EURf

in Appendix). Eath school, district, institution, and a nty wh'tch contrac

directly with EUREKA, to use the systemielefts a rage ntative who may run

,asea Candidate for the board and participate it these ectiop o' newt
_

Members. In the spring of the year the consortium ho s its annual meeting

.wkich is open to anyone and consists of workthops, a'general business sessiqn,

luncheon sPeakirig, election of board members,.andboard meeting.

11,

THE BOARD

The bOard consists of fine members (currently ten) arid Ocludes at ilast

one person from each major category of consortium members, as follows': 'secon-

.

dary schools, community colleges, 46unty offices of education, andpublicservice

arcies. Three times a year, alternatingdbetween Northern -and Southern Califor-
n4, the Board meets in sessions' open to the public to discuss ancjilte upon

matters of interest to users.

THE NON-PROFIT CORPORATION

To, facilitate the financial ndependence and continuity of'the system, the

Boar&formed a nonprofit corporation in November, 1977. .The'corponation contract--
with EUREKA's user sites and acts as'the fiscal agent to receive user fee and

to make disbursements fibm these funds.

THE ASSOCIATION OF COMPUTER-BASED SYST MS FOR C$REER INFORMATION'(ACSCI)

_Together with most of the systems ch have' been. patterned after CIS,

EUREKA belongsto ACSCI;.a national-consorti for accreditation, training, and

technical as instance to advance computer-based ccupational and educational

informailon s stems for career exploration and pla g. Membership enables
EUREKA to kee abreast of the latest developments in he field.



THE CONCEPT,
'

Two aspebts of EUREKA make it, unique compared to other ways; of obtaining.

,

career information. The first is its information content and the second, is .its .

computertbasid delivery. 1\
,f,

.

The information'availible,in EUREKA leexiensive and varied and is developed

specifically fbr California . (EUREKA even goes one step beyondflocalizing the

information tb California, something no other coMputer-delivered.system olbes;.it
31 ,

l
loplizes information to the area within the state in which the user is interested.)

EUREKA's information is organized intO these components which arehere 'designated

OY their comptitei. commends: ,,

.4

DESC: Descriptions of occupations including JO duties, working conditions,

hiring. requirements,:.wages, and employment out+Ook.

BIB:,AsimilYibliograpbyt fOr occupation.
.

. ..

wilt

'PREP:. Wexplanation of ways to prepare for .aniccupation, including ..-...

-. necessary skills,
t
licensing and training requirements, and tips

for employability.

VISIT. Names of peopleto contact who are actively engaged in each

occupation.

PROD: DestriptIons of programs of.stidy and training, and a list bf'the

institutions where the prOgrams are offered in California.

ScH: Non-academdciinformation about postsecondary schbols,-including

enrollment4ytosts, housing, and service'.

In addition, EUREKA has a component called QUEST:which is sometimes taped

an access strategy because it provides the user with direction.for,gaining 4cess

2-1



QUEV14'

fool laoroppoo.

A 21-4teiVistioiheirp Which 004 the user to evaluate hiior:her-

timpe6mentap. abilities,:location MI akeliings preferences, and

tkirloosTplios. Froa.the-Osteienswers, GUEST praduces a list

of occupatiemitahichthaLuser can explore further by seing to the

occupational descitiptions file.
. . .

Tbisecond unique agpect of EUREKA is that all of this informetiontis stored
'an a computer and deliveredly the computer at9lhe user's request. Such a system
Offers some distinct advantages for career counseling:

It can store vast quantities of information;

It can be updated easily with newly revised facts and figures; 0

It offirs fingertip access to various kinds of information withrunprecedented
**f,,peed, ease, and accuracy;

It can patiently and aduratily repeat the same process innumerable times;

It can simulate a conversation to assist the user through the system;

It canserve one user or many virtually simultaneously;

It prints 'a copy for future reference of information Mevant to each user; and

It is an enjoiable use of a modern technology which stimulates further carter

exploration.

Because EUREKA's computerized delivery haS-an interactive capability, students

and clients can use the system themselves without having to rely on an intermediary
or having to wait weeks for the return of a computer printout. The user is,in
control.

* att.

NOW EUREKA WORKS

In response to user needs as expressed through open lines of communication

and as anticipated by EUREKA staff and other experts in the field of career

information, EUREKA's information development staff research data already gathered

by various public and private agencies. They then interpret the data and write

succinct information statements in understandable language. Using computer terminals,

data entry operators enter this information into one central computer on a daily

basis. Three times a year a tape from this machine is distributed to all computer

13
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sites which runCEUREKA.. This new tape, Which reflects all the-changes and updates.

Made sinde the previous tape, providea EUREKA users throughout California wit. the

latest career information.

HARDMAN( REQUIRED FOR EUREKA 0
if

To run EUREKA, one needs a Computer terminal, a'computer connection, and a

computer. Although you wouldn't-likely find any of these three in what we commonly

call a hardware store, all -of them are known as "hardware" in computer jargon.*

They are the electronic or Mechanical equipment whith enter, transmit, store, manage,

retrieve, or print computer data.

TERMINALS- -There Ire two basic computer terminals which can be used for running

EUREKA, hard-copy and CRT. Both have standard typewriter keyboards, and both

convert each typed letter into electronic signals. A hard-copy terminal looks much

like an electric typewriter except that it has an extra cord which carries tie .

transmissions to and from the Computer. Thi term "hard copy" refers to this

terminal's capability of producing a written record of every message transmitted;

a record which can later be reviewed and sharell. Good hard-copy terminals for

running EUREKA are the Teletype Model 43 and the Decwriter. For Obrtablelippli-

cations, the Texas Instruments Model 745, which includes a built-in acoustic coupler,

works well. A CRT or cathode ray tube terminal has a 4y-like screen for Visual

display of transmitted messages. By itself it cannot produce a written record of

those messages; with a speciarsimultaneous hard-copy printer, however, it can.

Because each EUREKA user should have a record of using EUREKA, we strongly

recommend that a CRT not be used for running EUREKA unless it is used in conjunc-

tion with a hard-copy printer. (See Standards for Use in Appendix.)

COMPUTER CONNECTIONS--The type of computer connection used depends upon the

location of the computer terminal in relation to the computer: If the computer

is nearby, the confection would likely consist of a cord or cable wired directly

into the computer, an arrangement called "hardwiring," or if the computer is

distant, the terminal mays be connected to the computer by a telephone line and

certain electronic equipment. The telephone line could be a standard line with

a regular dial-up telephone (used with the TI 745) on a lease line installed from

* Because computer people, counselors, and labor market, analysts all have, their
own jargon and because they all play a role in EUREKA, this handbook includes a
glossary.

1 4 2-3
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the anal site to the computer site...bne should check the relative torts of

)these arra is with Ma Bell. 4

COMPUTERS--Because EUREKA stores no information about.use 'r theilog,
off the system, it requires only enough computer storage space' f its programs and
files, and consequently itcan run on relatively small computers. It runs. on

many brands and Models oOtomputers, from large machines like tgDEC-10 and
.

Burroughs 6000's to what'are called mini-computers, the PDP-lyand the Hewlett-
Packard 2000's. Thig Wide array of compatible computer's whi4b(can be used
for EUREKA enable institutions to use their own computers Apr to buy time from
whatever nearby computer center offers the most beeefiC)al arrangement.

EUREKA'user services staff will assist new users the selection of equip-
ment.

(

THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE SYSTEM

Some have criticized the Career Information System struct e, which EUREKA

uses, on the grounds that it does not rest upon a and base 6f sophisticated

theory. Also, it has been Characterized as grounded mainly In trait-factor

theory.

Such criticisms are really unmerited. To be sure, the mechanism whereby

a list of occupations is presented to the student is the QUEST questioneaire,

and the process by which this list is constructed may be considered as reflecting
trait factor theory. However, every system *1st employ some scheme of linking

user attributes to Job specifications as a means of access, wqess the user is

simply to enter the system with a pregetermined occupational choice or take cues
from a "laundry list" of occupations available beside the terminal.

Others have criticized EUREKA/CIS because it provides no modules designed

specifically to "teach values" or to "teach decision-making." One might argue, how-

ever,kthat the tendency of users to re- evaluate their prefereoces after receiving

the list of occupations presented for their further consideration represents, in

essence, a creative manipulation of the system leading to increased self-awai'eness

in relation to the occupational decision-making process. Users become aware of

how their responses to Questions affect the range of occupations appearing on their

15
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Usti. As they go back to their questionnaire responses to learn rich replies

regarding their interests, abilities; and pferences barred given occupat9s*

from their lists, an educative process takes place. It is this process that

'induces self - reflection and in understanding of decision-making that is quite

apart from the information provided when the list is used to trigger 'the reliiie

of occupational descriptions.

As far as the theoretical-basisof this system is concecpd, citogliay best .be.

described as "eclectic." Or if the distinction that Donald E. Super makes in

the theoretical bases of guidance systems is followed,'EUREKA/CIS can be.consid-

ered as employing the "Pragmatic approach." As such,,it is essentially an "occu-

pational model!" although it can lay some minor claims to being also a career

model based tenuously in developmental theory.

16'

I)
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I QUEST ,
,s. QUEST has a chopter*all its own in this handbook for at least four reasons:

1) It is an imOorta t componedt of EUREKA uld be thoroughly by
those charged with _responsibility of 1::14:ting'itI It is so deCeptivelyf;"
simple to use that it is Umatilla misjudged and dismissed as inconsequential,

'though it 'Is truly a sophisticated tool for accessing occupational information;

3) It is often erroneously considered to be a test unless it is analyzed; and
4) It is a new QUEST being usedthis year, one which differs enough from the pre-
vious version that the chenges warrant explanation. eA discussion of the relation-
ship between the earliiiiblUEST and QUEST.2 is included in the Appendix.)

These are the three divisions in this chapter: QUESTIONS Apo ANSWERS ABOUT

QUEST, QUEST COMMANDS, and A QUESTION-BY-QUESTION ANALYSIS OF QUEST.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT QUEST

I. What is QUEST?

QUEST is twegttone questions related to the world of work. By answering

these quOmis with certain preferences, the user constructs a personal

profile Wail can be interpreted by the QUEST computer program and matched

with occupations.6 produce a QUEST list.

2. What is a QUEST list?

A QUEST list is an individualized list of occupationi which match the

preferencet a user has indicated in answers to the various QUEST items.

18 0
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-...What fs.:the punkas of-QUEST?
, .

In the simplest sense:. WEST weir designed to'h3p. users apply what they.
$ ,

know about their interests and abilities kw order to tinderstana the(
world Of work better. Specifically, 'Pe:QUEST process should help
users-identifY,SomeinterestiOgoccupations while stimulating them to

,seek infonmatiotseb, out Jobs and education.
. .

In a recent pilot test of the revrIsed QUEST, over 80% of the users felt
QUEST helped them identify "some new occupations to d'onsider future,.
work.' ,In addition, ove 80% of the users studied at least An occupa-
tional description after using QUEST.

4.' Is QUEST a test? ,
4111

No, QUEST is not a test, because it neither predicts measures. It
doesn't tell users- somethinglibout themselves Shat they didn't already
know. Rather; it is a tool to assist people in identifying new ocCupa-
ticins for exploration.

5., How does QUES aid the counseling process?
In addition to facilitating the acquisition of educational and occupational'
information, QUEST tends to\structure 'the counselin process constructively;
that is, the twenty-one items in QUEST are representative of key *consider-
etions in-career. planning. By'discussing the user's response to each
question, .both counselor and the client acquire greater insight into
the client's pre ei-ences.

6. How are 'occupations eliminated by certain responses?
The 260 occupations in the EUREKA files have been coded for every QUEST
question: For instance, the first question asks the user abOut "continuous, 4

work." Using a variety of data sources, a. EUREKA analyst studies each
occupation to see if it requires "continuous work" and codes the occupation
accordingly. Those' 4upations requiring "continuous work" will be
'eliminated from a user's' list if he or she answers "no" to the first
question. This coding process is completed for every QUEST question as
it relates to every EUREKA occupation. You may examine the attribute
coding for any occupation bttyping ATTR a the occupation's, far-digit
number. Seepage 3-14 for an explanation f this command and for a

sample printout.

3-2
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It is :Important-W. Mote t h a t a n occu tion is Coded for a particular

ributa 'whin there are "reasonab prqfpects fdr.a career" in the

patio) for'people with that a tribute. While he *"requirement" is

lute,the QUEST list attemp to identify those. occupations which

carte the oreay.est probabiliti f Witching the user's interests.

. What is ih; svera 1 th of a ST list

After-ceMpleting QUEST, most users fi five to forty occUpations

remain do their lists. "t is important. to note, however,that '11'04

vidtatusers'.1ists may/vary significantly frqm this average de

understand themselves and also upon hots

QUEST is'an individualized intt

d diffei from this*rm on

,

UEST list with feW or

tIP014r c learly -they

their )references.

QUESTAists will

8. Wh ad t a user someti

This user hai been too restrictive in,answering.the ue ,,,
. . Perhaps

,
--,,

he brshe wants a starting-lalary of $1,250 a month,,will,,44
4-'

education origaining beyond high school, and. prefers. only low

levels of seirfrabilities on 'a' job6 Such a user y to receive

very-few or no occUpationston'a QUEST list. The coMpiiter has been

proOammed to forestall the disappointment this Userjeels at seeing the

message,-"Oops, you iiaveirun out of occupatio- onyour QUEST list. It

7'
automatically prints a warning. that the nuMbe .of remaining occupations

has dipped below 14 even though the user has answered-only a few questions.

The user could thet!sk to see the list without answering.further questions.

This user should.be encouraged to re-evaluate certain prefeiences-and-a-

be less restrictive in answering the questions. To changeo less

restrictive answers, this user could use the CHANGE commend, or to start'

QUEST over, this user could merely type QUEST again. Otherwisetthis

user could be encouraged to think of Occupations he of fhe-is interested

in and to use the WHY NOT command.. Then QUEST becomes a valuable tool

for reflecting reality, indicating that a lower salary or higher leyel

abilities are called for.

9. Why might a user eeceive a lengthy QUEST list?

Users with long QUEST lists often answer no preference or I'm not sure.:

or "I want to make no more than at least the minumum wage to start."

20
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They are willing to use a high.level of several abilities in their work
tad are willing to attend a high numberof yearsof edutatiod and training.,

iese users should be encouraged to re-evaluate their answers an4 con-

sider being ipre restrictive as they change answers. 1

.

10. How were the QUESTouuestions selected?

Originally a group of counselors and career development specialists

generated a.list of variables related to the world of work which they4/r:-
thought useful for people to consider during the career planning process.
The list was then rexiewed by a group of labor market analysts who selected

those variables for which labor market data existed to analyze and cate-
gorize' cupations. Through the process of considerable testing and

the current QUEST has evolved.

11. What cri rfa were used in divelo in the SUEST Uestionnaire?
For dfverse user population QUEST should

understandable.

- add ss issues about which users are able and willing to express
a pre rence.

- be coded from the molt reliable laboromar et data.

- address issues which users perceive tebe relevant to the career

selection process.

- provide response categories which accurately reflect users'

preferences.

- be a reasonable length.

The QUEST list should

- identify new relevant occupations for the user.

- exclude most occupations which are clearly irrelevant to the user.

QUEST and the QUEST list should
.

a ively facilitate the user's entrance into the information files.

an impact on the user's career plans.

v
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QUEST towns e

QUEST Commands Availableto All Users

Ilecause QUEST is 6 searching process ?ether,than a test, yOu will want

to be familier with QUEST coalands and how they enable the user to experiment

with the QUEST list.' These commendi, listed on page 26 of-the User-Handbook;

allow users to monitor the lengths of their lists, find out why cenain
4

occupationS were,notir their lists, evaluate the effects of various responses, 0

and re-evaluate-and change answers. Using the commands can lead to increased

user satisfactjon and a better understanding of the occupational decision

'making process. Here then are the.coimands, together with their features

and suggested uses.

Command: HOW MANY

Features: Find out HOW MANY occupations remain on your list.

Suggested Uses: Encourage the use of HOW MANY when:

impend:

- the user wants to know how many occupations

remain;

- the user wants to know, how many occupations. ill

be eliminated by a certain response (the user

should ask HOW MANY right before acd after the

response);

- the user is enteringmostly non - eliminating

responses (YES, NP, NS) and needs to be more

definite in his or her answers; or

- the user is interested in getting a list before

completing all the QUEST questions and wants to

know how long the list will be.

LIST

Features: Find out which occupational titles remain on your list.

Suggested Uses: Encourage the use of LIST when:

- the user wants to know what occupations remain on

his or her list; or
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- the user wants to know whiCh occupaitons

were eliminated by a certain response.

- InstruCt the user to type LIST before and

..after entering the response (later getting

this first list, the uSer shoul(`tYpe FINISH

to return to the questionnaire).

Command: WHY NOT _..jocc

Features:. Learn why a particular occupation did not appeatoon

your occupitional list., 1

Suggested Uses: Encourage the use of WHY NOT when:

- the user wants to know why a pakicular occupation

was eliminated from the occupational list.

- the user needs assistance in knowing which responses

to change in order to lengthen the list; or

- the user wants to follow a particular occupation,

throughout QUEST to see if it is still on the

moist or to see What answers eliminated it.

amm!and: CHANGE

Features: Change answers to questions you've already answered.)

Suggested Uses: Encourage the use of 'CHANGE ten:

- the user wants to change answers to questions he

or she has already answered;

- the user has run out of occupations; or

- the user has a large number of occupations on his

or her list and wishes to make some responses more

selective.

nd:

eatures:

FINISH

Finish answering the questionnaire after an interruption

by another command.

23



Encourage the use of FIIISH when:

- toe usenwishos to finish answering the question-

niire. The prbgrasi,will print the iiriirun-*.

ansUered queition, then continue `through to tip

end of QUEST;. or

- the user has asked for a LISToOket typed WHY NOT

for an,occupation, or has left the queStionnaire.

to get Occupational information and Oen ',Ashes

to finish answering thequestionnaire.

iThe sample QUEST ANSWER SHEET and, the QUEST computer printout on the next

pages illustrate how the user's prepared responses to QUEST appear in the

computer printout and also how some of the various QUEST commands work.

Remember that any QUEST command and any of the other'EUREKA commands may be

used at any time.

,Z4 3-7



EUREKA. GUEST ANSWER SHEET

Nature-of Work: (Circle your choice)
1

1. CONTINUOUS (YES Q NP)
2.

4.

5.

7.

8.

PRECISE- (YES (ED NP)
(PIING FACTS CM NO NP)

WORKING WITH 'OTHERS leig:USIO NP)-

PERSUADING, SELLING (YES 451) NP)

DECISION-MAKING (YES NP)

CHANGE t NO NP)

CREATIVE (YES al NP)..

Abilities:

9. EVE-HAND,COORDINATION (ELO

10.

11. CHECKING ACCURACY (CLO CHI CNS)

12. ABILITY WITH WORDS (VLO VHI VNS)

13. ABILITY IkTil NUMBERS (NLO NHI NNS)

14. CATCHING ONO THINGS (GLO 6:D GHI GNS)

15. SEEING DETAIL (DLO i® DHI DNS)

16. PHYSICAL ACTIVITY (YES NP)
(If answer is CD, then UGH SIT

WORKING WITH FINGERS (FLO tab

Name ;C:04ier:ve

EHI ENS)

FHI FNS)

e

NP)

Preparation:

17. EDUCATION AND TRAINING (NO HS ONE TWO

EarDings:

18. BEGINNING WAGE (NI MIN

Working Conditions:

19. WORK SETTING . (IN NP)

1000 1250 1500)

Location:

20. .CITY SIZE (LM CO RUR ,LMSC SCR NP)

21. REGION SAC LA OTHER CAL US)

List 3 occupations which you are now considering (include code numbers).

4!/-7 4,61rvefa 77044(froso.s2- 04146..FWMIPa. ed,442,e.-49

List 3 programs of study and training (code numbers too).

.324 '414,400oPC 7-.46-4,0goy ..Gemvd. ...Se-.4 wee t-

JP/671f e9d/0,4044ereasrx

,a7.37 ..5.-96,15.4474

Want information about any schools listed in the handbook? Write down their code numbers and theschool topic numbers. (See school file instructions.)

.2/4401/ - e..4.6-mwree.oev .2,044 .4 e. .2/osi2 .0- Alip-tay
(3-8 School Topics--1"; 21, /x^-27, 74; 12

25



QUEST /4

' (sample computer priqtout)

HELLO; PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAMES tHEN PUNCH
EUREKA USER
HELLO EUREKA USIERs

-YOU ARE LOGGED IN TO EUREKA THE
CALIFORNIA CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM.
HOW DO YOU WANY TO TcART?
IF YOU FILLED OUT. THE QUESTIONNAIREIN YOUR HANDBOOK,

TYPE IN 'QUEST.' I

IF THERE ARE OCCUPATIONS, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS,
OR SCHOOLS YOU WANT INFORMATION ABOUT,

TYPE IN: 'INEQ.'
INFO FILES UPDATED: 9-1-78
7 ,

THE 'RETURN',4KEY.
A! U.se4. iestionses are

Underlined here
for.dfarity.

4

QUEST
WE WILL NOW BEGIN. AS EACH GLSTIONrIS LISTED. LOOK

TO SEE HOW YOU. ANSWERED IT IN YOUR USER'S HANDBOOK,
THEN TYPE IN THE CODE YOU CIRCLED. DON'T FORGET TO
PUNCH THE 'RETURN' KEY AFTER EACH RESPONSE. r.

HERE IS YOUR FIRST QUESTION.:
01 CONTINUOUS,(YES,NOrNP)

?a.
02 PRECISE (YES,NO,NP)

7.1M1

03 USING FACTS (YES,NO,NP)

;IV
'7TH.EER/E ARE 98 OCCUPATIONS THAT MEET ALL YOUR RESPONSES.
ANY TIME YOU WANT TO KNOW, HOW MANY OCCUPATIONS ARE
LEFT ON YOUR LISTS TYPE: HOW MANY

04 WORKING WITH OTHERS (YES,NO,NP)
. 71E2

05 PERSUADING, SELLING (YESrNOrNP)
?la

06 DECISION MAKING (YES,NO,NP)

07 CHANGE (YES,NOrNP)
?I'Eg

08 CREATIVE (YES,NOrNP)
?AI

09 EYE-HAND COORDINATION (ELOrEMrEHIrENS)
?lb

10 WORKING WITH FINGERS (FLOrFM,FHrrFNS)
?Lbt
I CANNOT UNDERSTAND THAT RESPONSE. PLEASE REPLY'
IF YOU ARE ANSWERING QUESTION 10 REPLY WITH
FLO,FM,FHI, ORFNS
7.E1:1

11 CHECKING ACCURACY (CLO,CM,CHIrCNS)
?HOW MANY
40 'OCCUPATIONS REMAIN.

11 CHECKING ACCURACY (CLOrCM,CHIrCNS)
tral

12 ABILITY WITH WORDS (VLO,VM,VHIrVNS)
?Ma

26

The computer always
prints this message ,

after the user answers
the third question.
The number of
occupations which
remains at this point
will vary according
to the users' answers
to the first three
questions.

AGAIN.

If tfie user answers
a question with any
response other than
those in parenthesis,
the computer will
indicate that it can-
not understand, and
it will once again
offer the choice.
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(cont.)

(swift computer printout)
13 ABILITY WITH NUMBERS 4NLO,NM,,NHI,NNS)

'PM
14 CATCHING ON tO THINGS (GLG,GMAHI,ONS)

TOM
45.SEEING DETAIL (DLO,DM,DHI,DNS)

74EM
16 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY (YES,CD,NP)

WHAT IS. THE MOST ACTIVITY YOU WOULD BE ABLE AND WILLING
TO DO?

40
-MEDIUM .MOVING AROUND A LOT AND HANDLING

OBJECTS OF 10 TO 25 POUNDS

LIGHT MOVING AROUND SOME AND HANDLING
OBJECTS USUALLY UNDER 10 POUNDS

SITTING RARELY MOVING AROUND.. USUALLY
SITTING.

NQ PREFERENCE OR I'M NOT SURE

(TYPE mr MED, LIGH,'SIT OR NP)
It=

17 EDUCATION AND TRAINING (NOrHSONE,TWOrFOUR,ANY)
tEgiag,

18 BEGINNING:WAGE (NI,MIN.700,1000,1250,1500)
?22.Q 40.40t,

19 WORK-SETTING (INOUTIINP)
TQUI

20 CITY SIZE (LM,SC,RUR,LMSC,SCRI,NP)
Tag

21 REGION (SF,SAC,LA,OTHER,CAL,US)

MED

LIGH

SIT

NP.

'7111
THERE ARE 3 OCCUPATIONe THAT CORRESPOND
ANSWERS YOU GAVE.
'QUEST' LIST FOR EUREKA USER

LABORATORY OCCUPATIONS (2600):
2674 SANITARIANS

4.

AGRICULTURE $ FORESTRY OCC (4100):
4126. FISH AND WILDLIFE SPEG1ALISTS

*
PR CTIVE SERVICE OCCUPATIONS (9400):

9414 LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS

TO THE

The QUEST list is
arnmpdbydufter
wididwAdmiMp
Wetly* OomPlItions
(1100), the lowest
number, printed
first, followed by
the Clerical Occu-
potions (1400),
and so forth.

THIS IS A SHORT LIST AND, YOU SHOULD NOT RESTRICT YOURSELF
TO THESE OCCUPATIONS,' BU1THEY MAY\SUGGEST SOME AREAS
THAT YOU WILL WANT TO EXPLORE FURTHER.

CHECK FOR THE OCCUPATIONS YOU ARE NOW
ARE WHEY Q THE LIST? TYPE IN: 'YES'
?AL a
LET S me OUT WHY NOT.

TYPE IN 'WHY NOT' AND AN OCCUPATION CODE.
EXAMPLE: WHY NOT 2674 .1

X3-10

CONSIDERING.
OR 'NO'

27

If the user indicates
that the list did not
indude occupations
now being considered,
the computer prompts
the user to use the
'WHY NOT" command.



QUEST (cont.)

(sample computer printout)

WHY NOT 8127
8127 PHYSICAL THERAPISTS ELIMINATED BY THE FOLLOWING RES ONSE(S):

WORK SETTING 19 -OUT
YOU CAN CHANGE ANSWERS AND THE LIST BY TYPING IN 'CHANGE'.

!GUM;
ENTER CHANGE' THEN UP TO FIVE QUESTION NUMBERS AND CODES. L
EXAMPLES CHANGE 19= IN 17=ANY . A DASH ( ) MAY BE USED
INSTEAD OF AN EQUAL SIGN ( = ) Exercising the CHANGE
7 command wleiMm the

war to obtain a nest

A WHILE TO MAKE YOUR CHANGESI
12 OCCUPATIONS REMAIN.

TO GET A NEW QUEST LIST, TYPE IN 'LIST'.
%LIZ
12 OCCUPATIONS REMAIN.
'QUEST' LIST FOR EUREKA USER

BE RIGHT BACK.:=7=
rather than Stirtine
all over again.

BOOKKEEPING, ACCOUNTING I COMPUTER OCCS (1600):
1634 APPRAISERS
1636 LOAN OFFICERS

LABORATORY OCCUPATIONS '(2600):
2674 SANITARIANS .

AGRICULTURE I FORESTRY OCCS (4100):
4126 FISH AND WILDLIFE SPECIALISTS

TRANSPORTATION OCCUPATIONS (6100):
0142 TAXI DRIVERS

STOCK CONTROL OCCUPATIONS (7100):
7116 SHIPPING AND RECEIVING CLERKS

FOOD SERVICE OCCUPATIONS (7800):
7852 BARTENDERS

'HEALTH SERVICE OCCUPATIONS (8100):
8117 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANTS
8127 PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
8182 MORTICIANS

SOCIAL SERVICE OCCUPATIONS (8400):
8462 LIBRARIANS

PROTECTIVE SERVICE OCCUPATIONS (9400)r
94111 LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS.

O

r
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Special QUEST Commands (for counselors onl,Y1

There are two special QUEST commands available;,BATCH QUEST and ATTR. They

are not mentioned in the User Handbook as being available, howevere because

they tend to confuse users and because users generally require extra assist-

ance to use them, but they can be especially useful to the counselor in

certain instances.

Command: BATCW,DUEST fia*
Features: Input as many as five QUEST responses at a time in

any sequence.

Suggested Uses: BATCH QUEST is used in several learning activities to

allow the -user to see how one or several responses

affect the occupational list. By inputting a single

response, such as "Low ability with numbers" for

Question 13, users see how many occupations are

eliminated by that response alone, independent of

other responses.

By inputting several responses, a counselor may construct a QUEST list for

a client who has a few verydefinite requirements for a job. As an example,

let's assume that a middle-aged divorced woman with children illfeeling

depressed because she thinks she will have to work as a secretary, an

occupation which she abhors. Her major job criteria are that she does not

want repetitious work (01=NO), she gislikes precision work (02=NO), she has

low ability with numbers (13*NLO), she is unable to lift heavy objects.

(16=CD), she must earn at least $1000 a month (18=1000), and she must work!

in the ar50..ge counselor types BATCH QUEST, then enters her responses

(01 -NO, 02=NO, 13=NLO, 16=CD, 18=1000). The counselor next specifies the

city site and area and asks for a LIST. With this list (see sample printout

on the next page), the counselor can begin to discuss the client's options.

3-12
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BATCH QUEST

(sample computer printout)

BATCH QUEST -'

ENTER CLIENT'S NAME.

YOU MAY ENTER UP TO FIVE QUESTION NUMBERS AND CODES
IWANY SEQUENCE. EXAMPLES 05=YES,17=FOUR,19=IN,...
7
01aUP.22aLlif13malav19mailar16 all

WHAT IS THE MOST ACTIVITY YOU WOULD BE ABLE AND WILLING
TO DOT

MEDIUM MOVING AROUND A AND HANDLING
OBJECTS OF 10 TO 25 POUNDS

LIGHT MOVING AROUND SOME AND HANDLING
OBJECTS USUALLY UNDER 10 POUNDS

SITTING RARELY MOVING AROUND. USUALLY
SITTING.

NO PREFERENCE OR I'M NOT SURE

(TYPE IN: MED, LIGH, SIT OR NP)
?NE
5 OCCUPATIONS REMAIN.

MED

LIGH

SIT

NP

YOU MAY ENTER UP TO FIVE MORE QUESTION NUMBERS AND
-ANSWERS.
WHEN YOU ARE READY TO GET A LIST OF OCCUPATIONAL
TITLES TYPE IN 'LIST'.

121221.11=, 2.1.22E

3 * OCCUPATIONS REMAIN.
7

LIST
3 OCCUPATIONS REMAIN.
'QUEST' LIST FOR EUREKA USER

TRANSPORTATION OCCUPATIONS
6141 BUS DRIVERS
6142 TAXI DRIVERS

(6100):

HEALTH SERVICE OCCUPATIONS (8100):
8117 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANTS
CIS/SF BAY AREA

30
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raj an occupation's QUEST attributes,

corresponds uk a QUEST answer. Those

listed, are aTl the responses which will retain the

occupation okthe user's QUEST list. Kissing response

are those whiCk would eliMinati the occupation from

the user's QUEST list. Consider, for example, all

the possible answers-for question 14, Catching on to

Things: GLO, ON, GNI, and MS; Now look at the sample

attribute printout for 8127 Physical Therapists and

you'll notice that GLO is missing. A GLO answer, then,

would eliminate Physical Therapists from a user's

QUEST list while the other responses would retain it.

..,

ATTRe127
1127 PHYSICAL

011440
02-NO
03-NO
04-NP
05aNO
06440
07=NP
08-NO
09mBEHI
10=FHI
11-CHI
12mgVHI
13441H I
14a8H I
1510DH I
16-flED
170ANY
18-MIN
19-NP
204=SC
2i.g SAC

01-YES
020YES
03so YES
04-YES
050 YES
06-YES
07-YES
08-YES
09-EM
10-FM
11-CM
120VM
130NH
14a011
15DN

t 1621LiGH
17-FOUR
186141
191N
20NPL
21SF

THERAPISTS'

01-NP
02-NP
03-NP

05NP
c6:=NP

082144P
09-ENS
1 OsoFNS
11-CNS
1251,114S
13:1ENNS
14=IONS
13=DNS
16-YES

1811E700

20=RUR
21-LA

16-NP

18=1000 81.31250

20=LMSC b=SCR 20-NP
21 =CAL 21 -US

31
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QUESTION-BY-QUESTION ANALYSIS OF QUEST.

The following analysis of QUEST is intended to familiarize /ou with the worker

trait and/or labor market concepts involved in each question an to provide you

with examples Of these concepts as they are interpretgd by labor market analysts.

1. CONTINUOUS On some jobs you do the same things
many times a day and you work at a steady pace.
Would you want to do this. type of work?

CODE WORD
Yes, I would YES
No, I would not NO
No preference or I'm not sure NP

Concept: Jobs where continuousness is a factor require an

adaptability to performing repetitive work, that is

doing the same tasks over and over following a set

procedure, sequence, or pace. This work is performed

according to a routine or set sequence and there is

an absence of diversion of alternative ways to do the

task, or of room for independent judgment.

Examples of occupations requiring "continuous" work:

5926 Production Painters and Finiihers

6144 Truck Drivers

Examples of occupations not requiring`-"continuous" work:

5464 Machinists

6141 Bus Drivers

3-15
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3-16'

2. PRECISE On some jobs there is Fitt le room for error
so you must be very exact in your work. Would you
*ant to do this type of work?

Yes, I would YES
No, I would not NO
No preference or I'm not sure NP

Concept: Jobs where precision is a factor require an adaptability

to situations involving the precise attainment of set

limits, tolerances, or standards. The worker must be

precise, thorough, exacting, or meticulous in regard

to material worked; or in activities such as numerical

determinations, record preparation, or inspecting,

Examples of occupations requiring "precise" work:

2672 Quality Control Inspectors; 5626 Electricians

4586 Cabinetmakers 8124 Pharmacists

Examples of occupations not requiring "precise" work:

4146 Floral Designers

4724 Commercial Artists and Designers

3. USING FACTS On some jobs you may have to inspect
and analyze factual information to reach conclusions.
Would you want to do this type of work?

Yes, I would YES
No, I would not, NO
No preference or I'm not sure NP

Concept: Jobs where using facts is a factor require an adaptability

to making generalizations, judgments, or decisions based

on measurable or verifiable criteria. The worker makes

evaluations on the:basis.of data and sometimes may appear

to be making evaluations on the basis of senses or exper-

ience, while actually using memorizes! data.

Examples of occupations requiring "using facts" on the job:

1614 Accountants 4274 Plumbers

1634 Appraisers
, 8115 Optometrists

Examples of occupations not requiring "using facts" on the job:

1195 Public lielations Workers

7418 Automobile Salespeople
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t WORKING WITH OT On On some jobs you must
deal with many different people to get your work done.
Would you want to do this type of work?

Yes, I would YES
No, I would not NO
No preference or I'm not sure NP

Concept: Jobs where Working with others is a factor require

an adaptability to dealing with people beyond giving

andreceiving instructions. .11mtworker must relate

to people in situations involving more than giving

or receiving instructions.

Examples of,occupations requiring "working with others ":

2314 Urban Planners 7856 Flight Attendants

7416 Insurance Salespeople 8182 Morticians ,

Examples of occupations not requirin "working with others":

1416 Clerk Typists

5686 Electronics Assemblers

5. PERSUADING. SELLING On some jobs you sell or
try to convince people of something. Would you want
to do this type of work?

Yes, I would YES
No, I would not NO
No preference or I'm not sure NP

Concept: Jobs where persuading or selling is a factor require

an adaptability to influencing people in their opinions,

attitudes, or judgments about ideas or things. The

worker is in a position to motivate, convince, or

negotiate.

Examples of occupations requiring "persuading, selling":

1136 Education Administrators

7414 Commercial Salespeople

Examples of occupations not requiring "persuading, selling ":w.
3112 Automobile Mechanics

8486 Recreation Leaders

3-17
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.4' for making final
other-people's du(
type of work? .4.,

Yes, I would
No, I would not
No preference or I'm not sure

111201011/11111,111M7

Would you want to do this

3-48'

YES -
NO.
NP

Jobs where deation making is a factor require an

adaptability to accepting responsibility for the

-direction, control, or planning of an activity.

..The worker isin a position to negotiate, organize,

direCt supervise, formulate practies, or make

final decisions. Planning only for one's own

activities would not be included here.

les,,of occupations 'requiring "decision making":

2464 Social Program Planners 6128 Railroad Conductors

4124- Foresters 8116 Dietiffans,%.

les of occupations not requiring "decision making":

3428 Library Assistants

.4324 Bakers

7.,i-CHANGE On some jobs must move often from one
czask to another and use i different skills. Would

Vou want to do this'type of work?

Yes, I would YES
No, I would not ), NO
No preference or I'm not sure , .NP

Concept: JobS where change is a factor require an adaptability

to performing a variety Of duties, often changing from

one task to another of a different nature without loss

of efficiency or composure. Several duties, all

requiring the same or very.similar skills, knowledge,

and abilities do not constitute variety, which is

the key word in the "change" factor. If, however,

the several-di-ties in a job indicate significant

differences in technologies, techniques, and procedures

environmental factors and physical demands, or work

situations, then change would be considered a factor.

Examples of occupations requiring "change": 0

1132 Hotel and Motel Managers 3422 Buildin1.Maintenance Workers

1411 Office Managers

Examples of upations not requiring

1635 rwriters

9642 35



8. CREATIVE, On some jobs you must interpret 'dew and
exPress feelings in creative ways. Would y want to
do this type of work.

Yes, I would YE
No, I would not
No preference or I'm not sure

Concept: Jobs where creativity is a factor require an

adaptability to situations involving the inter-

pretation of feelings, ideas, or facts in terms of

personal viewpoint. "Interpretation" is defined as

an individual's concept of work of alp, subject, plan,

etc. as shown in performance, criticism, artistic

represent6 ation, or the like.

Examples of occupations requiring "creative" work:

2174 Freelance.Writqrs 9866 Performing Artists

4734 Photographers

ExamPles of occupations not requiring "creative" work:

4424 Textile Machine Operators

5664 Broadcast Technicians

9. EYE-HAND COORDINATION You would need to be
good* handling things quickly as you.see them. You
might have to be quick and accurate at sorting or op-
erating things. Mark the highest level or coordinating
eye and hand movements you want to use on a job.

Low ability to coordinate eye and
hand movements ELO

Medium ability to coordinate eye and
hind movements EM

High ability to coordinate eye and
hart movements EH I

I'm not sure how much of this
ability `l want to use ENS

Concept: Jobs where eye-hand coordination is a factor require

the ability to coordinate eyes and hand or fingers

rapidly and accurately in making precise movements

with speed and the ability to make movement responses

accurately and swiftly.

ample of an'occupation requiring a low level of "eye-hand coordination":

4124 Foresters

ExamPles of occupations requiring a medium level of "eye-hand coordination":

4446 Tailors and Dressmakers 8114 Veterinarians

Example of an occupation requiring.a high level of "eye-hand coordination":

2359 Electronics Technician$
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10.. need to be
able to do verY:Precisework with your fingers. You
mighthavetahandlesmaIrthingseasily,quicklyand
accurately. Mark/bd.:highest lever of working with
fingers you want tose on a job:

Low ability to work with fingers FLO
Medium ability to Work with

fingers FM
High ability to work with fingers FHI
I'm not sure how much of this

ability I want to use . FNS

Concept:* Jobs where working with fingers is a factor reqUIre

the ability to' move the fingers and to manipulate

small objects with the fingers rapidly and/or accurately.

Example of an occupation requiring a low level of "Working with fingers":

2674 Sanitarians

Examplet of occupations requiring a medium level of "working with.fingers":

3118 Small Engine Repairers .4146 Floral Desigkers

Example of an, occupation requiring a high level of "working with finger's":

8112 Physicians

11: CHECKING ACCURACY. You would. need to copy
words or numbers accurately. You might have to
be good at things like proofreading written material.
Mark the highest level of checking accuracy you
,want to use on a job.

Low ability for checking accuracy CLO
. Medium ability for checking

accuracy CM
High ability for checking accuracy CHI
I'm not sure how much of this .

ability I want to use CNS

Concept: Jobs where checking accuracy is a factor require the

ability to perceive pertinent detail in verbal or

tabular material and the ability to observe differences

in copy, to proofread words and numbers, and to avoid

perceptual errors in arithmetic computations. A measure

of speed of perception is required in'many industrial

jobs even when the job does not have verbal or numerical

content.

Examples of occupations requiring a low level of "checking accuracy":

318Jewelers 9476 Security Guards

Eipmplesli occupations requiri -ng a medium level of,"checking accuracy":
Ir 7122 Mail Carriers 1184 Personnel Managers
Example of an occupation requiring'i high level of "checking accuracy":

2629 ,Astronomers
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12 ABILITY WITH WORDS You would need to,read
and follow instructions. You might have to express
yourself clearly when writing or talking with people.
MIA the highest level of ability with words you
06 went to use on a job..-

Low ability-with words VLO
Medium abiffty with words VM
High ability 11..words VHI
I'm not sure liernuch of this

ability I want :;to use VNS A

Concept: Aobs where:use of words is a factor 'require the ability

to understand meanings' of words and toUse.them'effectivily;

as well as the ability to comprehend language, to under-

standrelationships between-words and to understand meanings .1

of whole sentences. and paragraphs.

Example of an4xCupation requiring a 16w level wilnlity with words":

.4516 Chokersetters

Examples vfoccupations requiringli medium level "ability with wordge:'
8458: Education PrograaS Specialists

_1424 Travel Agents'

Examples of occultations requiring a high level "ability with words" -1`

2314 Urban Planners 2174 Freelance Writers

13. ABILITY WITH NUMBERS You would need,to do
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
You might have to solve arithmetic problems
quickly and correctly. Mark thte highest level of
ability with numbers you want-to use on a job.

Loability with numbers NLO
Medium 0'14 with numbers NM
High ability with numbers NH I
I'm not sure how much of this

ability I want to use NNS

Concept: Jobs where use of numbers is a factor require the ability

to perform arithmetic operations quickly,and accurately,

Examples of occupations requiring a low level. "ability with numbers"
4

8459 Child Care Workers 8184 Barbers

Examples otoccupations requiring a .medium -level "ability with numbers":

9824 Radio and Television Announcers

3164 Office Machine Repairers

Ellamples of occupations requiring a high level "abillty with numbers":

2332 Mathematictiin' s 2316 Architects
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14. CATCHING ON. TO THINGS You would need the
sability.to team procedures and understand the
reasoning behind them, You might have to be
good at figurilkoUt complicated things. Mark
the highest level of. catching on to things.You
wet to.ulton e job.

Lob/ ability to catch on ilb things GLO -a"
Medium ability, to catc.1 on to

things . GM
High ability to catch onto things GHI
l'rn not sure how much of this

. ability I want to use GNS

Concept: Jobs where catching on to-things is a factor require

general.learning ability, that is, the ability to

"catch on" or understand instruction and underlying

principles and the ability to reason and make judgnients,

all of which is closely related to doing well in school.

Examples of occupations requiring a low level of "catching on to things":

3455 Janitors 4424 Textile Machine Operators

Examples of occupations. requiring a medium level of "catching on to things":

3112 'Automobile Mechanics 8164 Licensed Vocational Nurses

Examples of 'occupations requiring a high level of "catching on to things":

2416 Ceramic Engineers 8114 Veterinariani
rtc..

15. SEEING DETAIL You would need to be able to tell
slight differences in shapes in objects and lengths of
lines. You might have to be able to see detail in
objects, pictures or drawings. Mark the highest
level of seeing detail you want to use on a job:

Low ability to see. detail DLO
Medium ability to see detail ' DM'
High ability to see detail DHI
I'm not aura how much of this

ability I want to use DNS

Concept: Jobs where seeing detail is a factor, require the

. ability to perceive pertinent detail in objects or

in. pictorial or graphic material. Also required is

the ability to make visual comparisons and discrimin*-

ations and see slight differences in shapes and shadings

of figures and widths and lengths of lines..

Example of an occupation requiring a low level of "seeing detail ":.

4328 Commercial Fishers.

ti74,,,,,,,,f4agle of an occupation requiring a medium level of "seeing. detail":

1152 Construction Superintendents

Example of an occupation requiring a high level of "seeing detail":
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16. PHYSICACACTIViTY Jobs require different amounts
of physical activity. Would you be able and willing .
to be very active, 9ften. handle 50 pound objects
and lift 100 pounds or more?

Yes, I would YES
No, fl couldn't or wouldn't want to) CD
No preference or I'm not sure NP

Of user answers 'CD' the following text message
will appear)

What is the most activity you would be able
and willing to do?

MEDIUM Moving around a lot and MED
handling objects 10 to 25
pounds

LIGHT Moving around some and LIGH
handling objects usually
10 pounds

SITTING Rarely moving around. SIT
Usually -sitting ,

NO- PREFERENCE or I'm not -sure NP

Concept: Sedentary Work--Lifting 10 poUnds maximum and occasionally

lifting and/or carrying. such articles. as dockers, ledgers,

and small. tools. Although a sedentary job .is defined

as one which involves sitting, a certain amount of walking

and standing is. often necessary in carrying out 'job duties.

Jobs are sedentary if walking and "standing are required

only occasionally and all other sedentary criteria are met.

Light Work -- Lifting 20 pounds maximum with frequent

,lifting and/or carrying objecti weighing up to 10 pounds.

Even though the weight lifted may be only a negligible

amount, a job will be in this category (1) when it require's

walking or standing .to a significant degree or'(2). when

it requires sitting most of the time but entails pushing

and pulling'of arm and/or leg.controls.
-*

Medium WorkLifting 50 pounds maximum with frequent

lifting and /or carrying of objects weighing up to 25 pounds.

.Heavy Work--Frequent lifting and/or carrying-of 50

pound objects and sometimes lifting objects in exces s

bf 100 pounds.

Examples of occupations requiring a heavy level of "physical activity ":.

. '8166 Nurse Aides and. Orderlies 9426 Fire Fighters

,Examples of occupations requiring a mediuni level of "physical activity":

8459 Child Care Workers 7122 Mail Carriers

Examples of occupations` reqUiring a'light level of "physical activity ":

3164 Office Machine.Repairers 7852 Bartenders

Ixamplei of occupations reqUiring a sedentary level of:"physical activity":

1454 Telephone Operators 2364 Drafters '343
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17. EDUCATION AND 'WINNING How much education
and training will you have when you enter your
ammo field? Consider your present education glen
additional education you would take. Circle the
longest education or training program you would
be willing to complete.

No special edllostion. training or experi- NO
snot before starting the job

No more then high school graduation HS
for G.E.D.) and a short training period

Up to one year of full-time schooling ONE
for two years of apprentice-type
training)

Up to two to three years of full-bmi TWO
schooling (or three to four years of *k
apprentice-type training)

Up to f r-year college agree or equi- FOUR
velem

Any nt of educatiok including ANY
uni 'ty graduate school training

Concept: Education and training includes community colleges, universities,
high schools, proprietary institutions, private vocational schools,
formal apprenticeship progress, G.E.D. programs, and any formal
mechanisms of career preparation other than learning skills on
the job. The more education and training a user is willing to
receive, the more occupations will remain on his or her QUEjT
List. It is important to remember that "ANY" education implies
post-graduate education and that an "ANY" response eliminates
no occupations.; the. user, in effect, is saying that he or she
will complete whatever education is required for the job; in
other words, education is not a factor.

Examples of occupations which require "no special education or training":
6158 York Lift Operators 5686 Electronics AssembVers

Examples of occupations which require "high school graduation or equivalent ":
1616 Bookkeepers 9414 Law Enforcement Officers

Examples of occupations which require "up to one year of full-time education":
or training beyond high school":
8168 Emergency Medical Technician 8186 Cosmetologists

Examples of occupations which require "up to two or three years of full-
. time education or training beyond high school":

5626 Electricians 8174 Dental Hygienists
Examples of occupations which require "a four-year college degree":

2428 Mechanical Engineers 8125 Occupational Therapists
Examples of occupations which require "any amount of education":

2629 Astronomers 8414 Counselors
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18. BEGINNING WAGE How much must an occupation

pity (111111, full-time work) before you would
consider it? hwie wages refer to the average
starting rate before deductions; You would earn
more with experience.

Not sure or not important at this time NI

At least the minimum wage to start MIN
At least $700 -eq.900 Per month 700

34.03 - $5',15 per hour)

At least $1,00044. $1,249 per month 1000
($5.78 - $7.20 per hour)

At least $1,260 - $1,499 per month 1250
37.21 - $8.64 per hour)

At least $1 ,500 per month 1500
($8.85 pp hour)

Concept: :These wage rates refer to beginning, entry-level wages.

In most occupations wages will go up as the employee gains

experitnce. The higher the beginning wages a user desires,

the smaller the number of jobs which will be available.

Examples Of occupations which fall within the "minimum starting wage":

7884 Kitchen Helpers 4464 Laundry and Dry Cleaning Workers

Examples of occupation with starting salaries which fall within the
"$700-$999" range:

1414 Stenographers 2359 Electronics Technicians

Examples of occupations with starting salaries which fall within the
"$1000-$1249" range:

1682 Systems Analysts 8425 Occupational Therapists

titamples of occupations with starting salaries which fall within the
"1250-$1499" range:

2416 Ceramic Engineers 3116 Aircraft Mechanics

Examples of occupations with starting salaries which fail within the
"1500" range:

6188 Pilots & Flight Engineers 8113 Dentists
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10. WORKSETTING Where would you like to work?

Mostly incktra or under shelter IN
Mostly outdoors OUT
No preference or I'm not sure NP

Cogept: Indoors -- Protection 4om weather conditions but not

necessarily from temperature changes.

Outdoors -- No effective protection from weather.

Examples of occupations which involve mostly "indoor" work:

6172-Railroad Engineers 6144 Truck Drivers

7856 Flight Attendants 6188 Pilots & Flight Engineers
Examples of occupations which involve mostly "outdoor" work:

4328 Commercial Fishers 4278 Roofers

20. CITY SIZE Some people want to work only in a
large city; others want to work in a small city;
others want to work in a small town. What
size community are you willing to work in?

Only in a large city (like. Los Angeles, LM
San Francisco, San Diego)

Only in a small city (like Salinas, SC
Bakersfield; San Bernardino)

Only in a small town, rural area RUR
In a large city or small city, but not LMSC

a small town or rugal area
In a smell city, small town,. or rural SCR

area, but not a large city
No preferente about city size, I am NP

willing to work in any size
community.

Concept: Labor market areas consist of central cities and the surrounding
commuting areas. For purposes of convenience they are defined
in terms ,of counties or groups of counties. Where the central
city or cities are large, there is usually great industrial1

diversity and there are many occupational categories. Smaller
cities have less diversity and in addition may have certain
types of jobs not found in larger cities, such as those
associated with agriculture, lumbering, or mining. The city
size category is based upon the size of the central city in
the labor market area. All jobs are coded for a city size
category if they are found anywhere in the labor market area.
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CITY SIZE, (coot.)

concept: kant.)

Large _it -- a labor market area containing a central city

of over 250,000. In California these are the Los Angeles-

Long Beach area- -Los Angeles County; the San Diego area--

San Diego County; the San Francisco-Oakland area--San Francisco,

Alameda, Contra Costa, San Mateo and Morin counties; the San Jose

area - -Santa Clara County; and the. Sacramento area- Sacramento,

Yolo, and El Dorado cdbnties.

Small my-- a labor market area witha city greater than 50,000,

but less than 250,000. In California these are the Anaheim-

Santa Ana-Garden Grove area - Orange County; the San Berrardino -

Riverside-Ontario area--San Bernardino and Riverside counties;

Salinas-Monterey area--Monterey County; Oxnard-Ventura area--

Ventura County; Santa Barbara area--Santa Barbara County; Modesto

area--Stanislaus County; Stockton area--San Joaquin County;

Fresno area--Fresno County; Bakersfield area--Kern County;

Vallejo-Napa area--Solano and Napa counties; Santa Rosa area--

Sonoma County; and the Santa Cruz area--Santa Cruz County.

Aga Town-Rural Area--a labor market area located in a county

with no city as large as 50,000. Examples include Mendocino)

County, Shasta County, and Imperial County.

Examples of jobs not found in illarge metropolitan areas in California:
4 4166 Farm Workers 4554 Plywood Laborers

Examples of jobs not found in small cities:

4514 Fallers and Buckers 7856 Flight Attendents

4516 Chokersetters

Examples of jobs not found in rural areas:

9824 Radio and Television Announcers

1144 Business Executives

a 41
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21. REGION Where are you willing to work?

Only in the Greeter San Francisco SF
. Bay Area.

Only in the Sacramento-San Joaquin SAC
Valley Area

Only in the Los Angeles-Southern LA.
California Coastal Area

Elsewhere in California OTHER
* Anywhere in California CAL

Anywhere in the U. S. US

Concept: This question is based on career prospects in different areas

in the state. 'Although some occupationstre distributed

proportionately with population, others are so localized that

they are unlikely careers to puillue in any areas.

The map below reflects the areas represented in the question:

Examples of jobs not found in the Greater San Francisco Bay Area:

* 4424 Textile Machine Operators

5924 Rubber and Plastics Fabricators

Examples of jobs not found in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley Area:

5486 Shipfitters

5914 Petroleum Plant Operators

Examplesvf jobs not found in the Los Angeles-Southern California area:

4536 Sawmill Chain Offbearers

4554 ywood Laborers
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NIFIFORITIfiTicill FILES
Those, in need of detailed and accurate information which relates career

opportunities to educational programs and schools usually cannot lbcate a single

source for this information. Not only is it mostly fragmented and scattered,

buitthe occupational information is seldom prepared for a user's specific locale,

written in a manner which can be understood easily, or kept up-to-date. In

additfbn,the.best'availsble publications on postsecondary education lack certain

syriinformation which potential postsecondary educational consumers want, these

publications do little to relate career opportunitioto the program offered in

the various educational institutions. Ern if the information itself is correct

and current, it still should bedelivered in an attractive, motivational manner

which can be updated easily.

EUREKA is a direct response to these needs. Its information files provide

,a single, efficient, informational source relating career opportunOttes and

decisions with postsecondary educational opportunities and choices. Its dire& -

access computer delivery system is motivating to use and permits the user to

obtain occupational or educational information in any desired sequence.

This chapter will acquaint you with the content, format, features, and'uses

of EUREKA's eighl,information files:

occupational description

cluster description

preparation

cluster preparation

bibliography

visit

programs of study and training

schools

Of all these files, occupational description has proven to be the most popular

46
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an, valuable, bit at the same time it has stfiulated the most questions. You

will find answers to the auditions most cameanly asked about the occupational

description file next. Following this catichetical section are explanations

and sample printouts of all the information files.



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT THE OCCUPATIONAL DESCRIPTION FILE

What are EUREKA's occupational descriptions?

The occupational descriptions are narrative statements about jobs or closely

related groups of jobs. They contain descriptions of job duties, aptitudes

required to do the job, the work setting in which the job is performed, and

the major types of employers hiring workers in these fields.

Accompanying each occupational description is a labor market statement\

which provides the latest available information on wages, outlook, and number

of persons employed in the occupation in California.

To what extent are the occupational descriptions localized?

Localized files are being developed for occupations in which substantial

differences in labor market conditions, suchas wages or outlook, exist

within California. Three areas for localization of data are currently

defined: the San Francisco Bay Area, the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley

Area, and the Los Angeles- Southern California Coastal Area. Within these

areas, separate data for standard'metropolitan areas, such as San Diego,

San Jose, or Fresno, have been entered where available.

Why do the occupations have four-digit numbers?

fach occupational description is identified by a four-digit number for ease

of handling by the user and by the computer. The first.two digits of the

occupational number identify which of the 26 clusters each occupation is

classified under. Locksmiths (3192), for example, is in the Mechanical

(3100) cluster; Firefighters (9426), in the Protective Service (9400) cluster.

For each four-digit occupational number there is a corresponding set of

attributes which are used to create QUEST-lists.

How do the Occupational descriptions relate to the DOT?

The foundation of each occupational description is the Dictionary of

Occupational Titles (DOT). The OOT contains over 20,000 job titles and

descriptions and is by far the most comprehensive source of data on job

duties and work requirements in the U.S. Further, it is based upon on-site

analyses of jobs throughout the country, conducted by eleven Occupational

Analysis Field Centers. The results of all this analytical activity in-

clude not only the 1300-page DOT with its detailed job descriptions, but
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AP also a data base which provides measures of the worker requirements of all

20,000 DOT jobs for the following items: data-people-things, work fields,

general educational devekopeent, specific vocational preparation, aptitudes,

temperaments, interests,phySical demands,4working conditions, and career
fields. These worker requirement measures are\thelbasis of the QUEST

attribute coding.

Why doesn't EUREKA use the full DOT structure, including the 20,000 DOT job titles?
There are several reasons why the $10T structure, in and of itself, is not an

1

appropriate vehicle for providing n ormatio0 for career guidance.

First, thifhe is no indication of e,dimensions of the job market for titles
in the Ddf:%4or some titles, suctfas Clerk-Typist (DOT #203.362-010), there
are many job opportunities, and further, they are found in virtually every
labor market in the country. For others,.such as Cigar Inspector (529.687-042),
there are just a few jobs which are found only in certain areas.

-

A second problem is that a very large number of the jobs described in the DOT
refer to jobs which can be.enteftd,only-through a process of in-plant, on-

the-job training or through exprience and promotion. These jobs, often
referred to as internal - market obs, are not particulary relevant to someone
makinget career decision since here is no specific career preparation that
will predictably lead to such Jobs. Consider the petroleum refining industry:
There are over a hundred titlei of petroleum refining production jobs in the
dOT which require skills acquired only on the job and are filled by promotion

from the entry Job, Petroleutpknt'Operator (549.260-010). Since the route

to all production jobs in petrolewrefJning is this entry. job, it is the-only

job relevant to consider for career planning purposes and hence the only one
necessary to include in EUREKA.

The classification structure used in EUREKA provides a way to maintain the

precision of the DOT data base and yet present it in a way that is manageable

and comprehensible to someone exploring career options. In order to preserve

the usefulness of the DOT data base, each occupation chosen for inclusion in'

the EUREKA occupational file is based upon one or more DOT titles.

How does EUREKA choose which occupations to include?

EUREKA occupations cover those occupational fields which provide significant

employment within a state or labor market. In California, we defined
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"significant employment" to mean that at least 1000 people are currently

working in that field, (about 1/100 of 1% of the state's labor force.)

ar,e APlent levels for an occupation determined?

dbe primary basis for determining the employment level in an occupational

area within California has been the publication, California Manpower,

whiceiS Prepared by the California Employment Development Department.

This is the most comprehensive source of data on number of workers in an

Occupation and ratei.of growth and decline by occupation.

What other sources of occupational information are used?

EUREKA analysts review the most recent wage and outlook information

available in reports fromsthe Employment Development Department, the

U.S. Department of Labor, and local public and private sources.

Each occupation is also reviewed by a panel of specialists familiar with

that occupation. The panel includes employers, counselors, educators,

persons working in the field, professional Or trade association members,

and licensing agencies.

What does EUREKA have that other sources do not,Provide?

EUREKA uses the Career Information System (CIS) as a framework for integra-

ting information about the characteristics and requirements of jobs into

a comprehensive picture of the world of work. The. EUREKA user can make
meaningful career decisions based upon a comparison of his or her own

self-assessed interests and abilities and this occupational information.

What c. . tekies q;es EUREKA have to develo this information?

EUREKA'S staff includes labor-market analysts who have accumulated years

of experience analyzing labor-market data gathered by government agencies

and career counselors who have faced the problems of making occupational

data relevant to users' needs.



EXPLANATIONS AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS OF INFORMATION FILES

File Name: OCCUPATIONAL DESCRIPTION

Commind: DESC (bcc a) (When you want to get a description of Job
duties, working conditions, hiring require-
ments, employment prospects, etc. for a
certain occupation.)

NOTE: When the user Ilpecifies an area in QUEST
question 21, DESC will automatically print
information for that area. To change
areas or to skip being asked for an area
if it hasn't already been specified, the
user may type the area directly following
the occupational number. See sample.

Features:
STATEWIDE. INFORMATION

The description for each occupation followi a standard format which in-

corporates the following topics: Description of Duties, Aptitudes: Work

Setting, Hiring Practices, Current Employment, Wages, and Outlook. The

first four topics comprise that part of the entire description which is

consistent throughout the state.

DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES provides a short summary of the general tasks per

formed by workers in this occupation. This information has been gathered

from a variety of sources and validated by people personally knowledgeable

about the career. A list of specialties within the occupation and related

EUREKA occupations are also included for most occupations.

APTITUDES lists the abilities and interests required for successful perfor-

mance okthe job. This information is based on field observations by

occupatiinal analysts.

WORK SETTING states whether the work is performed indoors or outdoors, the

degree of physical exertion involved, exposure to elements and/or poten-

tially dangerous surroundings, and any other information about working con:

ditions that may be pertinent. Types of employers are also included.

HIRING PRACTICES lists requirements such as passing an exam, obtaining a

license or completing a training program. The occupa

contains additional training information.

LOCALIZED INFORMATION

tonal preparation file

The last three topics comprise that part of the occupational description

which may vary significantly for different geographical areas. Each occu-

pation is researched to determine what, if any, differences exist between the

information in specific areas and statewide information. EUREKA presently
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OCCUPATIONAL DESCR

(sample computer ri ntoUt).

DESC81278F
8127. PHYSICAL THERAPISTS-.

'PHYSICACTHERAPISTS TREAT INDIVIDUALS WITH PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
TO'RELIEVE PAIN AND RESTORE FUNCTION. THEY PLAN AND ADMINISTER
'TREATMENTS PRESCRIBED BY A PHYSICIAN TO PATIENTS WITH PHYSICAL
DISABILTTIES.RESULTINQ FROM INJURY, DISEASE, OR SURGERY. THEY
ADMINISTERANDINTERPRET TESTS AND MEASURMENTS FOR muspLE STRENTH
COORDINATION AND RESPIRATORY AND CIRCULATORY EFFECIENCV RESULTS
QF THESE TESTS ARE USED TO DEVELOP PROGRAMS FOR TREATMENT. THEY
.ALSO INSTRUCT.PATIENTS IN CARE AND USE OF WHEELCHAIRS, BRACES,
CANES, CRUTCHES, AND OTHER DEVICES; AND THEY KEEP RECORDS OF
TREATMENT. SPECIALITIES: PHYSICAL THERAPISTS (DOT# 076,121014);

TIVE_THERAPISTS (076.361-010). EUREKA RELATED OCCUPATIONS:
ONAL THERAPISTS (SEE DESC 8125), HEALTH THERAPIST 48126).

- PTITUDES: FAIRLY GOOD VERBAL ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE WITH PA-
TIENTS AND MEMBERS OF THEIR MEDICAL TEAM. THERAPISTS NEED EMO-
TIONAL STABILITY AND MATURITY, AN INTEREST IN SERVING PEOPLE AND
PATIENCE AND ABILITY TO WORK TOWARD A LONG RANGE GOAL. STIVINA,
RATHER THAN UNUSUAL PHYSICAL STRENGTH, IS .AN IMPORTANT HEALTH
FACTOR.
---WORK SETTING:. INDOOR USING EQUIPMENT SUCH AS PARALLEL BARS,
WHEELCHAIRS, WALKERS OR HYDROTHERAPY TANKS TO WORK WITH PATIENTS.
THE AVERAGE WORK WEEK IS 40 HOURS; BUT PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT IS
COMMON. EMPLOYERS: THE MAJORITY OF PHYSICAL THERAPISTS WORK IN
HOSPITALS AND NURSING HOMES: OTHERS WORK IN REHABILITATION CEN-
TERS, PUBLIC HEALTH AGENCIES, SCHOOLS, CLINICS, AND PRIVATE
PRACTICE.
- -- HIRING PRACTICES: PHYSICAL THERAPISTS MUST BE LICENSED BY THE
THE STATE BOARD OF MEDICAL QUALITY ASSURANCE. APPLICANTS MUST
STATE. APPLICANTS MUST HAVE COMPLETED AN APPROVED PROGRAM. DEGREE
PROGRAMS IN PHYSICAL THERAPY ARE AVALIABLE AT 5 CALIFORNIA COLL-
EGES. IN ADDITION, MANY COMMUNITY COLLEGES AVE PROGRAMS FOR THER-
APY ASSISTANTS. (SEE PREP 8127).

---CURRENT EMPLOYMENT: THERE ARE.ABOUt 4,300 LICENSED PHYSICAL
THERAPISTS IN CALIFORNIA.
---WAGES: ENTRY RATES RANGE FROM $750-$1,000/MONTH. THOSE WITH
SEVERAL YEARS EXPERIENCE EARN FROM $1,000-$1,400/MONTH.
---OUTLOOK: GOOD EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS. SHORTAGES EXIST PRIM
#RILY IN SMALL TOWNS AND ,RURAL AREAS. OUTLOOK DEPENDS ON AVAILA-r-
BILITY OF FUNDS FOR REHABILITATION SERVICES, INCREASED RECOGNI-
TION AND REFERAL OF PHYSICAL THERAPISTS BY PHYSICIANS, CHANGING
NATIONAL. HEALTH POLICIES AND REPLACEMENT OF THOSE WHO RETIRE OR
DIE. DESPIIE ENCREASED NUMBERS OF'GRADUATES, OPPORTUNITIES ARE
EXPECTED TO BE GOOD FOR PHYSICAL"-THERAPISTS, 'PARTICULARLY FOR
THOSE WHO DESIRE PART-TIME WORK OR WHO ARE WILLING TO RELOCATE.
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localizes information for the following three areas of the state;

Area Code. Word

Greater San Francisco Bay Area SF

Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley Area SAC

Los Angeles-Southern California LA
Coastal Area

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT listi*the number employed in the occupation in the state

or, when significant localized information is available, in'a particular

region of the state.

WAGES provides users with an indication of the salary or wage they can

expect to earn in an occupation. ,Average entry wages are reported (i.e.,

wages for a person who has no previous experience in the field). This

information is localized when it-varies from the average statewide entry rate.

OUTLOOK includes the following: ,

The projected employment outlook for that occupation; , 2

2. Factors which will influence that projected outlook; and

3. Current-trends which characterize the employment practices of'
employers who hire persons in the occupation.

Whenever possible, the employment outlook section presents information

on a local level. When current, accurate, local employment projections are

not available, statewide information is given. In occupations with national

labor markets, national data are presented.

Employment outlook refers to the relationship between the number of

qualified applicants seeking particular jobs and the number of openings

likelytobecome available. There may be a surplus,of applicants, i.e.,

there are more people seeking jobs than there are openings. There may be

a shortage of applicants, i.e.,.there are more new jobs than persons to

fill them. There may be a balance of jobs and applicants, i.e., the

number of new jobs expected is about the same as the number of persons

seeking these jobs.

You should be aware that substantial numbers of people may be hired each

year even in occupations where applicants Jinumber openings. A job that

matches one's interests and abilities may be the right job even if prospects

are limited. The purpose of the outlook section is not to discourage but

to present objectively the obstacles the applicant will face.

Suggested Uses:

The description file provides a meaningful and realistic first step in

exploring an occupation. Users should be encouraged to examine as many

occupational descriptions as they find interesting.
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File Name: CLUSTER DESCRIPTION*

DESC jfirst two digits of occ # followed by 00)

(Olen you want to see information about a
cluster and see a list of all the occupations
in that cluster.)

Conmarid:

Features:

The standard format of this file consists of a brief description of

duties common to occupations within the same cluster, and a list of occu-

pations within the cluster. Before each occupational title is the four-

digit occupational code, used in exploring the career further. EUREKA's

260 occupations are divided into 26 clusters.

Suggested.Uies:

The cluster description provides users with an opportunity to familiarize

themselves with occupations related to their primary areas of interest.

ThiS file also introduces users to the cluster concept and idea of occu-

ations sharing related taski.

DESC81,
8100 HEALTH SERVICE OCCUPATIONS:
HEALTH SERVICE OCCUPATIONS POSSESS A VARIETY OF SKILLS WHICH
THEY USE IN TREATING THE HEALTH & PERSONAL NEEDS OF PATIENTS
AND CLIENTS. YOU CAN LEARN MORE ABOUT THIS CLUSTER BY LOOKING
AT THE DESCRIPTIONS FOR THESE OCCUPATIONS:

8112 PHYSICIANS
8113 DENTISTS
8114 VETERINARIANS
8115 OPTOMETRISTS
8116 DIETICIANS
8122 CHIROPRACTORS
8117 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT
8124 PHARMACISTS
8125 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
8126 HEALTH THERAPISTS
8127 PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
8128 SPEECH PATHOLOGIST /AUDIOGISTS
8162 REGISTERED NURSES
8164 LICENSED VOCATIONAL NURSES
8166 NURSE AIDES AND ORDERLIES
8168 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICANS
8174 DENTAL HYGIENTISTS
8176 DENTAL ASSISTANTS
8182 MORTICIANS
8184 BARBERS
8186 COSMETOLOGISTS

* See User Handbook, p. 14
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File Name: PREPARATION

ip
Command: PREP (occ 0) (Whet/you-want to se. people prepare

fo an occupation.)

Features:

This file describes how people prepare for work in an occupation. The

preparation statement is divided into four sections: Skills, Licensing,

Preparation, and Tips.

SKILLS defines the skills, knowledge, or abilities a person should acquire

if he or she is interested in this occupation.

LICENSING lists xhat,cif any, are California's licensing requirements for

the occupation.

PREPARATION describes the ways people prepare for the occupation. Pre-10

paration may include schooling, on-the-job training, or Work experience,

as well as the length of the training period. The user is also referred

to appropriate Program of Study and Training files in the system.

TIPS provides users with constructive sulhestions for obtaining employment

in the occupation.

Suggested Uses:

This file gives the user a realistic statement of the preparation methods

for a'career. This information may be helpful in evaluating 'career. options

as well as planning education and training programs.

3
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PREPARATION FILE

(Sample computer printout)
4i

,ONEP8127 48127 PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
---SKILLS: INOWLEDGE OF PRINCIPLES, TECHNIQUES, MATERIALS.AND.
EQUIPMENT USED IN PHYSICAL THERAPY; ABILITY TO ADAPT TREATMENT
TO PATIENT'SNEEDS; KNOWLEDGE OF HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOP NT IN,
CLUDING HUNIIAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY; ABILITY TO MAINTAINIRECORDS
AND PREPARE REPORTS; KNOWLEDGE OF THE ROLE AND FUNCTION OF OTHER,
HEALTH PROFESSIONALS AND ABILITY TO MAINTAIN EFFECTIVE WORKING
RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEM. THOSE WHO WORK IN OUTLYING AREAS SHOULD
HAVE THE ABILITY TO MAKE REHABILITATIVE EQUIPMENT AND CORRECTIVEDEVICES WITH LIMITED MANERIALS AMP BE FAMILIAR WITH. OTHER COMMUNITY RESOURCES AVAILABLE. '' ,

---LICENSING: PHYSICAL TwERAFIers topsT BE LICENSED BY THE STATE
BOARD OF MEDICAL QUALITY ASSUNOMPE4rLIOENSING REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE: 4, ,

COMPLETION OF AN APPROVEti,"PROGRAM OF STUDY
AGE 18 OR OVER
BE OF GOOD MORAL CHARACTE, 0
PASS 'LICENSING EXAM

LICENSING FEE, IS 470 AND 106)ST BE RENEWEDEVERY 2 YEARS (030).
THE BOARD ALSO OFFERS A LICENSE FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANTS.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE;

STATE BOARD OF MEDICAL QUALITY ASSURANCE
1430 HOWE AVE.

.

SACRAMENTO, CA 95825
---PREPARATION: PHYSICAL THERAPISTS MUST COMPLETE AN APPROVED
PROGRAM OF STUDY IN PHYSICAL THERAPY. BOTH THE 4YEAR PROGRAM
FOR PHYSICAL THERAPISTS AND THE 2YEAR PROGRAM FOR PHYSICALTHERAPY. ASSISTANTS ARE AVAILABLE IN CALIFORNIA. (SEE PROG 374).---TIPS1 A GRADUATE DEGREE, COMBINED WITH SOME CLINICAL EXPERI
EWE, INCREASES THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR PEOPLE WHO ;WANT TEACHING,
RESEARCH, AND ADMINISTRATIVE POS IONS. PERSONS WHO WANT TO.
DETERMINE WHETHER THEY HAVE THE RSONAL QUALITIES NEEDED FOR

11RTHIS OCCUPATION-MIGHT VOLUNTEER SUMMER OR PARTTIME WORK.
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES THAT PROVIDE USEFUL BACKGROUND INCLUDE
HEALTH, BIOLOGY, S004AL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS. PHYSICS AND
PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
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File Name: CLUSTER PREPARATION
Ak

Command: PREPAte. (first two digits of occ #)

(When you want to list high school courses that will
help in preparing for a field of work (cluster).)

fiatur' s:

this file features a list of high school courses which may be foundohelpful

in preparing for a career within a cluster. There is also a short des-

cription of duties that are common to occupations within the cluster.

S4gested Uses:

This file is particularly helpful in curriculum planning at the junior and

senior high school level. It also has the positive effect of adding rele-

vancy to high school coursework.

PREP81
8100 HEALTH SERVICE OCCWATIONS:
PERSONS IN HEALTH SERVICE OCCUPATIONS POSSESS A VARIETY OF
SKILLS WHICH THEY USE IN TREATING-THE HEALTH AND PERSONAL
NEEDS OF PATIENtS AND CLIENTS.' CAREER PREPARATION COULD
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS:

SEBRA HEALTH EDUCATION
BIOLOGY = READING
CHEMISTRY pr-= SPEECH
COMPOSITION

SOME HIGH SCHOOLS OFFER SPECIAL COURSES IN THE HEALTH
OCCUPATIONS CLUSTER: ON THE OTHER HAND. STUDENTS MAY NEED
TO CONSIDER POST-SECONDARY AND/OR ON-THE-JOB TRAINING.

YOU CAN LEARN MORE BY LOOKING AT THE tIESCRIPTIONS FOR THESE
OCCUPATIONS:

8112 PHYSICIANS 8176 DENTAL ASSISTANTS
8113 DENTISTS 8182 MORTICIANS
8114 VETERINARIANS 8184 BARBERS
8115 OPTOMETRISTS 8186 COSMETOLOGISTS
8116 DIETICIANS
8117 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANTS
8124 PHARMACISTS
8125 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
8126 HEALTH THERAPISTS
8127 PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
8128 SPEECH PATHOLOG;ST/AUDIOLIST
8162 REGISTERED NURSES
8164 LICENSED VOCADNAL NURSES
8166 NURSE AIDES OD ORDERLIES
8161? EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS
8171 DENTAL HYGIENISTS

4-12
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File Name: BIBLIOGRAPHY

Command: BIB (occ #) (When you want to get a bibliography of
occupational books.)

Features:

Bibliography lists publications for further exploration and research.

Users are referred to occupational books, pamphlets and other materials

which contain information on the occupation. it is, of course, advisable

for career reference materials to be easily acassible to the user.

BIB8127

8127 PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
RELATED PUBLICATION(S):
'OCOPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK' (1918-79 ED.), PP. 498-502.
'CALIFORNIA OCCUPATIONAL GUIDE' (NO. 117). 'PHYSICAL
THERAPIST'; (NO. 415)r 'PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE'.
IF YOU wolmT TO ORDER THE OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK, SEND
$7.00 TOUPT. OF DOCUMENTS, U.S. DEPT. OF LABOR. BOX 36017r
SAN FRANCISCO,CA. 97102. ASK FOR BULLETIN #1875

5 8
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File Name: VISIT

Command: VISIT c #) _iarea code) (When you want to get the names
of people for personal discus-
sion about their occupations.
This feature is not available
in all areas.)

Features:

The primary function of the VISIT file is to provide personal contact

*
between t user and a person who is workingin a particular occupation, w

thus givin the user an opportunity for discussion of occupations and possible

observation of work sites.

"Visits" may take the form of ir to 14our.individual interviews or 2-

to 3-hour work site observation. Some VISIT contact people have also

volunteered to speak to classes or to lead field trips.

VISIT files are.presently available for selected areas, only. Theinfor-

mation is developed and updated by community resource staff members.

Should you wish to participate in the development of a VISIT file for

your area, please call c write'.pEUREKA's VISIT file coordinator for details.

?VISIT 8127

8127 PHYSICAL THERAPISTS

INSTRUCTIONS: TO ARRANGE FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIEW WITH ONE OF
THE PHYSICAL THERAPISTS 40 THE VISIT LIST, FILL OUT A Mil
REQUEST FORM AVAILABLE FROM YOUR COUNSELOR OR EUREKA COOROWNATOR.
DO NOT CONTACT THE PERSON YOURSELF. NOTE: THIS IS NOT AN INTERVIEW
FOR A JOB. Ja.

NAME:
POSITION:
INSTITUTION:
ADDRESS:
I

MS. JANE DOE
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
ALLSTATE GENERAL HOSPITAL
1234 MAIN STREET, OAKMONT, CA 94675

NAME; JOHN SMITH
POSITION: CHIEF PHYSICAL THERAPIST
INSTITUTION: GREEN HILLS CONVALESCENT HOME
ADDRESSio, 555 SUNSET DRIVE, RICHVIEW, CA 94333,
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File Name: PROGRAMS OF STUDY AND PIING

Command: PROG igrcall (Wheni
Features:

want to get .a list of courses, degrees,
and schools for a program of stu*rand training.)

The PROGRAM File provides information on 130 hnds of education
and training programs in the state. Each.program file is divider:,
into two parts: a description of the program and a list of
schools offering the program. The user may choose "to:see

A 4 `description, the list, or both.
-

DESCRIPTION contains a statement about tie priigrami length,
skills necessary to be ik.cessfill in4he: prragrami..'coursiwork to
be completed, related tiainirtg prograinsiparldillikkKA-rel'ate)

..-occUpatiosit.;7-r* s- -4,-. a % i s-- ? o A A '.'
'_ ' ; i . ,..AV .. .

GI

'It.4 .Suggested Uses: ..
. , . , . - -: 4-, ..,

- ;

"Acigaiots the oier.with. scope *Of work i nyo190, In completing 0:, %

al course pf Atudy FRC wherfthat?iours :of stuay May letell., ,

d-i i' °

a -. ifr - .;...' -;.- 41 *- ,-

vr
ffPROG 374 , : ..% ... . - .

..*

. ,

374 PHYSITAL:TPERAOY ' -:. `%:. t -, ./..

DO YOU WANT TO SEA OtACRIPT
.4)F, RpgRAM7 (TY4 IN; AS OrN0).

.?YES I
.

.

-...:, - t .:....r? , .,ONLY SELECTED SCHOOLS OFFER THeSPECIALIZEuTROINING: 4:
NECESSARY TO PfielO'ARE BE cERTIFfEn AS PHydzbie
THERAPISTSIALSO'SEE 1) tC 8126). MANY 4-YR- scHpoLe :

, V, '.W
.01

DO PROVIDE OM 1 T6- YEARS OF,AN APPROPRIATE SCIE,p10E:GUR,i
RICULUM 40.A PRE-PROFOGiONAL:ARAINING PROGRAM WHICH .-

.
7.2'

4 iMAY THEN BE T ANSFERRED-Td:A 4CH 0.1,TH,T OFFEqS A PHYSICAL . Vi...

THERAPY DEOR 'SOME SCHOOLS OF JRAINING WITHIN THEIR -0.

P.E. CURRtCUL M. HIGHScHOOL iT ENT§,sHpuLp COATLcTE.A.
STRONG .COLLEGWPREP PROPW WI H JEMPHASIS INeCIONCE-MATH
DEFORE.PLANNINO to ENTER A,PRE- OFESSIONAL 4.01E.CAL THERAPY, -4-

PROGRAM.,,COM4UNIIX COLLEGES OF 2-YEA k. ASSRGTTE DEGREES,?
INTENDING.4TOPREPARE PHy ;CAL fME/APY;ASSWTANT4 110 ASSISf..*

ICI

THE PHXSicAL THERAfIST TI4PAENT TREATMENT FROG ms. COM-PLIOETNOFIHe 2-YEAR P!R gRAm DS A PE-REQUISITE F R.,TAKING"
A ticENSINg EYAWAS: A PHYSICAL THERAPY ARtItIANt.

'

CgoRsEwoRW.Porl CERTIFIED 'PHYSICAL THERAPIS1r,INCLUDES -'

SCIENCE couRsEs;sticv AS.NEUROONATOMYrAND NEUROPHYtIOLOGY,
.

ALSOAPECIALIZED COURSES. SUFS B1OMECHANICS OF:'MOTION AND '4-' 41/

HUMAN GROWTH.AND DOELOPMEIg. BESIDES RECEI44INtLASSROOM t:... .;

INSTRUCTIONv,RT 0#0TS.J7ET4X4PERVISED pRACFICA4IEXPERIENCE IN
e,0' AN INTERNSHIP' INISfOING--4HYSICAL THERAPY Td"PATIENTS IN '

A HOSPITAL OR AYMENT bEMTER'. . '"' .i ..,0
....:
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PROG 374 ,;PHYSICAL THERAPY (cont.)

'COURSEWORK.FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT: INCLUDES
PHYSICAL THERAPY TECHNICAL COURSES, COURSES IN THE,BIOLOGI-
CAL, PHYSICAL & SOCIAL SCIENCES, ENGLISH & COMMUNICATION,
C.E. I INCLUDES-CLINICAL EXPERIENCE. INSTRUCTION INCLUDES
LECTURE, SCIENTIFIC READING 8 TECHNICAL REPORT WRITING &
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH PHYSICAL THERAPY TECHNIQUES. CON-
SULT SCHOOL CATALOGS FOR MORE COMPLETE DESCRIPTIONS OF CUR-. v.

RICULUM.
GRADUATES OF AN ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAM IN THIS AREA

MAY ALSO GO. ON TO A SCHOOL OFFERING A BACHELOR'S DEGREE IN
PHYSICAL THERAPY 8 NORMALLY COMPLETE BACHELOR'S DEGREE RE-
QUIREMENTS IN 2 YEARS.

RELATED PROGRAMS: 367 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY; 235 PHYS-
ICAL EDUCATION; 237 SPECIAL EDUCATION.

DO YOU WANT A LIST OF SCHOOLS?/(TYPE IN 'YES' OR 'NO').
?NO

\CHOOLS lists schools offering programs irk a Oticular field. The five-

Alt number preceding the
;
school name is the EUREKA code used to obtain

detailed and comparative ihformation through the School File. Abbreviations

used in this section are as follows:

Means an option or concentration within another degree program

C Certificate

BA Bachelor of'Arts

BS §achelor of Science

BVE Bachelor of Vocational Education

CRED Credential

MA Master of Arts

MS Master of Science

MBA Master of Business Administration

MPA Master of Public Administration

PHD Doctor of Philosophy

MD Doctor of Medicine

DDS Doctor of Dental Surgery

DVM Doctor of Veterinarf Medicine

The schools are arranged in the same sequence as they appear in the User

Handbook, beginning with the Universities of California and ending with the

community colleges. To skip over, say, the California State Collets and

Universities, users may punch tip Return Key during the pause which follows

each heading.

p
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Nair SCHOOLS

Comonnd: SCH (1, 2, orl five-digit school codes)

(When you want to compare the services and costs of
schools.)

Features:

The School File permits users to obtain useful information on over 210

postsecondary educational institutions. Information is available on 33

topics, including general information, enrollment, admission and grad-

uation requirements, special programs offered, housing and financial in-

formation, and student services. Information on as many as three schools

may be printed at one time and compared in side-by-side columns.

Suggested Uses:

To compare basic information on schools in which the users may be interested.

SCH21007,21519,21961
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT THE SCHOOLS?

TYPE IN THE SCHO9L TOPICS. EXAMPLE: 1-5, 21, 71, 8
SCHOOL TOPIC CODES FIE ON PAGE 23 OFYOUR HANDBOOK.

71:73,75-79,80,85-89,101

01 GENERAL, INFORMATION
TYPE OF SCHOOL

GRADUATE DEGREES
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
UNDERORAD SUMMER
CURRICULUM

LOCATION OF SCHOOL
POPULATION OF NEAREST
CITY OR OWN

CAMPUtTO ITY CENTER
MILES 7v FRANCISCO
of NE GE CITY

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
CA. 94143

2-YEAR PUBLIC
UNIVERSITY-COED
UPPER DIVISION
HEALTH SCI ONLY
HEALTH SCI ONLY
QUARTER
NO '

FULL QUARTER. $
2 6-WEEK SUM.
SESSIONS.
SAN FRANCISCO,

700,000
20 MINUTES

CALIF. STATE
UNIVERSITY
.NORTHRIDGE
18111 NORDHOFF
STREET
NORTHRIDGE, CA.
93124

SIERRA COLLEGE
5000 ROCKLIN
ROAD
ROCKLIN, CAL.
95677

4-YEAR PUBLIC COMMUNITY
UNIVERSITY-COED COLLEGE

YES-EXTENSIVE NO/9
SEMESTER SYSTEM SEMESTER
NO NO

TWO SIX-WEEK
SESSIONS
NORTHRIDGE

3,000,000
26 MILES

26 MILES TO LA

ONE 6-WK.
SESSION
ROCKLIN, CAL.

3,500
2 MILES
SACRAMENTO-
15 MILES
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SCHOOL TOPICS: Information is avlilab1Ie in the School File dn 33 topics which are

listed in the User Handbook. Additional school information's available under
each topic heading. The following Printout shows the information covered in each
topic.

f

GENERAL INFORMATION
01 GENERAL INFORMATION

TYPE OF SCHOOL
GRADUATE DEGREES
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
UNDERGRAD SUMMER
CURRICUVM

LOCAtION.OF SCHOOL
POPULATION OF NEAREST .

CITY OR TOWN
CAMPUS TO CITY CENTER
MILES TO SAN FRANCISCO
OR NEAREST LARGE CITY

02 ENROLLMENT INFORMATION
TOTAL (EXCL ADULT ED)
WOMEN
MEN

FULL-TIME UNDERGRADS.
PART-TIME UNDERGRADS.
OUT-OF-STATE STUDENTS
NEW STUDENTS (FROSH)
NEW WOMEN .

NEW HEN
TRANSFERS
FOREIGN

03 MINORITY ENROLLMENT
TOTAL AM

li

'ICAN MINORITY
AFRO-AME CAN
NATIVE-A RICAN
ASIAN-AMERICAN
LATIN AMERICAN-CHICANO
OTHER

05 FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT PERSON
SCHOOL VISITS .

SCHOOL VISIT CONTACT
OVERNIGHT LODGINO

71 ALTERNATE CREDIT
CONTACT FOR MORE INFO
ADVANCED' PLACEMENT
CLEF'

CHALLENGE FOR COURSE
CREDIT-

72 CLASS SIZE-FRESHMEN
LECTURE
LABORATORY
DISCUSSION
LOWER -DIV COURSES
TAUGHT BY GRAD ASST'S

18

4

t

7SCHOOL
WIDE GRAD.

1REQUIREMENTS

74 PASS/FAIL GRADING

PROGRAMS OF STUDY
65 FOREIGN STUDY

66 HONORS PROGRAM
CONTACT FOR MORE INFO

67 -ROTC

68 ETHNIC STUDIES

69 WOMEN'S STUDIES.
CONTACT FOR MORE INFO

ADMISSIONS
75 FRESHMEN ADMISSION ROUTES

EDUCATION REQUIRED
H.S. GPA REQUIRED
OTHER ADMISSION ROUTES
REQUIRED TESTS
PERSONAL INTERVIEW
H.S. COURSES REQUIRED
OR RECOMMENDED

ADMISSION SELECTIVITY
DROP-OUT RATE F-ROSH)

SEPT -JUNE

76 TRANSFER ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS

77 ADMISSION APPLICATION
PROCEDURES
ITEMS TO SUBMIT
APPLICATION FORM
TRANSCRIPT
APPLICATION FEE
PERSONAL RECOMMEN-

DATIONS
DEADLINE

78 SPECIAL ADMISSION-
MINORITY STUDENI S

79 SPECIAL ADMISSION-
ADULTS.
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ITORIM
`POT RANOt,'00UBLE ROOM
DORM8:ARE:REQUIRED FOR
Z.FROONVOMN IW DORMS
7:.FROSHMEN IN DORMS
ADDRE88-FOR:HOUSING
APPLICATION

APPLICATION DEADLINE'
. APPLICATION DEPOSIT

SI GREEK HOUSING
SORORITY/FRATERNITY
COST:ACADEMIC YEAR
HRS. *WORK EXPECTED

83 OFF - CAMPUS. HOUSING
CAMPUS AREA:
AVAILABILITY
RENT RANGE/MONTH

OTHER AREAS:
AVAILABILITY
RENT RANGE/MONTH

Q

COST AND FINANCIAL AID
85 STUDENT COSTS

,TUITION AND FEES
BOARD,ROOM,EXPENSES
BOOKS. $ SUPPLIES.
TOTAL COSTS

7

88 AID AVAILABLE
BASIC ED OPPORTUNITY

GRANTS,(BEOG)
APPLY DIRECTLY TO
THE U.S.' OFFICE OF
EDUC.GRANT.MAY BE
USED AT ANY ACCREDI-
TED INSTITUTION. SEE
YOUR SCHOOL COUNSt-
LOR FOR FORMS.)

SUPPLEMENTARY ED. OPP.
GRANTS (SEOG)

CALIF. SCHOLARSHIP CO-
MMISSION TUITION
GRANTS APPLY TO
COMM. SEE YOUR COUN-
SELOR.)

OSIER GRANTS.
NATIONAL DIRECT LOANS
(NM).

GUARANTEED STUDENT
LOANS (GSL)
(APPLY DIRECTLY TO
YOUR BANK. GET FORMS
FROM THE SCHOOL YOU
PLAN TO ATTEND.)

OTHER LOANS
FINANCIAL AID JOBS
SCHOLARSHIPS

U4

SERVICES
89 AID APP PR ( EDURES

ITEMS TO SUBMIT
PARENTS/STUDENT'S'
CONFIDENTIAL STATEMENT
.-PREFERRED.DATE
-ABSOLUTE DEADLINE

CALIF. STATE SCHOLAR -
SHIP COMM. App:
---PREFERRED DATE

. -ABSOLUTE DEADLINE)
SCHOOL FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATION:

-PREFERRED DATE
-ABSOLUTE DEADLINE

BASICEDUC..OPPORTUN-
ITY GRANT

(OBTAIN VEOG APPLI-
CATION FROM YOUR .

SCHOOL COUNSELOR.
STUDENTS NOTIFIED OF
GRANT AWARD BY GOVT.)

OTHER
PREFERRED & ABSO-
LUTE DEADLINES:MAIL
NG APPLICATION BY
PREFERRED DATE GIVES
YOU PRIORITY STATUS
FINANCIAL AID.)

90 APPLICANTS RECEIVING-Afe
FULL TIME FROSH

7C OTHER FULL-TIME
UNDERGRADS

EXAMPLE OF AID FOR
TOTAL NEED STUDENT

EXAMPLE OF AID FOR
STUDENT NEEDING 1/2

EXAMPLE OF AID FOR
: :STUDENT NEEDING 1/4

.`('NEED' CIS DEFINED FOR
'FINANCIAL AID USUALLY
RESULTS FROM A COMPLEX
FORMULA'APPLIED TO AN
INDIVIDUAL'S SITUATION
THE FORMULA CONSIDERS
FAMILY AND STUDENT IN-
COMErFAMILY SIZErUN-
USUAL EXPENSES, S COSTS'
AT THE SPECFIC SCHOOL
THE STUDENT SELECTS.)

91. PART-TIME JOBS
LOCATION OF MOST JOBS

'AVAILABILITY OF JOBS
WAGE RATE PER HOUR

A
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SCHOWTOPICS (cont.)

SERVICES

72 SERVICES FOR ALL UNDER-
GRADS:
ACADEMIC ADVISING
COUNSELING
PLACEMENT
FIN AID COUNSELING
ORIENTATION
READING $ STUDY SKILLS
REMEMAL INSTRUCTION
TUTORING

93 SPECIAL STUDENT SERVICES
ATHELETES-WRITE
HANDICAPPED-WRITE
MINORITIES-WRITE
OLDER STUDENTS-WRITE
VETERANS-WRITE
OTHER

101 SCHOOL HEALTH
SERVICES

102-DAY CARE CENTER
LOCATION

103 BRARY AVAILABLE
CHOOL

TOWN

104 LOCAL BUS SERVICE
COST

105 STUDENT PARKING
AVAILABLE
'COST
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;0,

Once you are familiar with EUREKA's organization,, components, concepts,
sources of data, computer commands, and hardware; you are ready.to put.the system
to good use with students or clients. But certain problems invariably arise as
you begin incorporating EUREKA into.Yourtounseling or career planning'program,
problems such as terminal location, scheduling one terminal for 2000 users, pub-

_licizing the:system, and so forth. lot

This chapter includes.suggestionsto assist you in solvin'these problems.
Remember, thoughONIt EUREKA is used in a wide.variety of settings, from junior
high schools to univewities.to ex-offender outreach projects, and'at a consequence
not every suggestion applies to your situation. Hopefully. some-wi44-,--

LOCATING THE TERMINAL

Mast institutions using EUREKA must ,necessarily compromise on the location
of the terminal because of space and supervision constraints. Consider these
points while you are compromising on the location:

1. Users should have easy access_to the terminal for as many hours'

during the day and evening as possible. If students or clients can see
the terminal being used and observe'that the experience is.enjoyable

and valuable, demand for the system will increase.

2. Someone should.be available to assist users at the terminal. -A few
simple instructions will usually suffice to orient a newcomer to the!key
computer code words, but it's a good idea to have a fully trained person
nearby at.all times to assist when questions arise. Paraprofessionals,

parents, secretaries, and fellow students or clients can be trained to
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Rerform'Ortentationemi troubleshooting duties in addition to other work.
(See APpendix for traitiONT.aids). They may also be helpful in providing
pointers to lead users.to information they might otherwise overlook or
misinterpret. 0°

, The terminal should be pear commonly used career resources so theuser
maY conveniently search through other kinds of.career information before
or after ustng EUREKA.

,4. The termin 1 shoui0 be close to the counseling area so the counselor

may review the printout with the user while the EUREKA experience is

still fresh.in mind.

Most EUREKA terminals are located in one fixed place, an aeAngement which

helps to establish awareness and usage among those the system is expecteCto serve.

Here are some fixed locations_ which have proven to be successful:

:Schools counseling'office, library, career center, media center, cafeteria,

study hall, lobby, and mezzanine
.

0

Collegesplacement-office, student activity center, cOunselintioffice,

libra0r, information desk, and store-front office

Agencies and Programs- counseling office, waitAng room andinformation desk

In some cases, howe010q there is no ideal fixed locatiob to be found,
ioconsider using alortable to l which provides access to the system overtany

standard telephone. Such an arrangement provides the flexibility of accommodating

users, erever, they are, even in neighborhood centers or private homgs.

Don't forget that wherever the terminal is-located there must be an electrical

power supply available, as' well as 'a provision fora telephone line or a computer

cable to connect the terminals to the computer.

SCHEDULIN

Beca se EUREKA is used interactively (keyboard entry) at a computer terminal

rather t n in a batch mode (card or form entry), one terminal serVes'iOnly one.

user at a time., This presents a challenging scheduling problem when.the terminal

must serve SO00 people", a scheduling problemthat requires fOretholight and planning.

You may wish to provide .'open access on a "drop-in" basis butwith heavy conten-

tion for the terminal, you. just can't.
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Consider, though, that with the'half-hour sessions which are adequate for

most newcomers whoiave prepai-ed to use the system, you can conveniently schedule

fourteen people per seven-hour_ day, seventy per week, even if they are all new-
comers. Quarter-hour time blocks will usually suffice the second and third times
around. To set up the schedule; divide the school or work day into 15-minute seg-
ments and allow peopleAo sign up for one to four consecutivesegments, depending
upon ilpvidual information needs. If you wish, reserve several hours each day
for unscheduled "drop-in" use for curious neWcomers and for previous users with
subsequent ques io s.

Many schools and social agencies use EUREKA in conjunction with group

counseling, workshops, and classroom activities. This group use efficiently

dispenses with the preliminary explanation and-liscussion of EUREKA, but the-termi-
nal serve only one person at a time, and it must be scheduled. Since
most group activities are planned some time ahead, EUREKA resources should be

reserved ahead, preferable at least a week in advance.- This advance notice

provides just enough time for communication and coordination among counselors and
teachers in the necessary scheduling.

In settings where indiOdual students or clients are relatively free to use
EUREKA praAy much whenever they choose, periodic jams will still occur. To
minimize these jams post sign-up sheets next to the computer terminal, and you
will facilitate guaranteed usage in a relaxed atmosphe ree from other anxious
users.

GUIDING USERS THROUGH

EUREKA is programmed to ask, "What next?" periodically, and if the user isn't
familiar with what the choices'are, the question will only lead to frustration and
confusion while the user wastes time at the ter-Anal pondering what to do, next.

You,.the counselor or instructor, can help your students-or clients use EUREKA

most effectively by first determining their career awareness levels and then

assisting them in determining which files are most appropriate and relevant for
their needs.

Although EUREKA is nonsequential, use'of the various comPonents tends to

follow certain sequences, depending mostly upon age, maturity, education, and
career awareness. Older users, for example, usually shdw more interest in

employment outlook and earnings data in the occupational description files, while

younger users (at the exploratory stage) may look with more interest at the
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aptitudes and interests associated with an occupational description.

For junior high students still in the exploratory stage of career develop-
.

went,

QUEST DESC (OCC #) ) PREP (CLUSTER #)

may be the most appropriate pattern.

A secondary student or anyone else who is totally undecided about a career

might follow this typical pattern:

QUEST DESC (OCC t) ,> PREP (OCC f) oPROG SCH

College, university, and some high school students seem to find the PROG

files most helpfel. Many students know the subjects they like, or are mapring

in a field they like butllack information aboutmtpecific jobs related to fheed

fields). The PROG files list both related jobs and related programs., For these

students the pattern might look like thfs:

PROG DESC (SLUSTER4) DESCIOiC 0) )1 PREP (OCC #)

Initially, QUEST is used the most extensively of all the components, probably

because of its novelty. Even students and adults who have already made career

choices will use QUEST to validate, clarify, or reinforce their self-perceptions

and career choices. Some skeptics will even use ist to test the system.

The occupational files are used extensively by students and clients who have

made tentative or firm career choicest again to validate their choices and/or

their perceptions of the occupations they have chosen.

As counselors and instructors, you will find that your own thorough ex-

ploration of the EUREKA files, plus your knowledge of your students or clients,

their needs, abilities and aspirations, will enable you to guide them in the

most effective use of the system, as well as keying EUREKA in with the other

career resources you have available.

PREPARING USERS FOR THE COMPUTER EXPERIENCE

Because most EUREKA users have never communicated directly with a °computer

before, they will likely feel some anxiety as they anticipate this new experience.
You might want-to allay their anxieties with a short explanation of whAt the com-
puter is 'and of what the EUREKA computer program can and cannot do.

.p° The computer,.yosmight tell them is not a god or a genie. It is just a

machine which has been loaded with information as been programmed to respond

4
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quickly to their commands. It is programmed by people to serve people, and it
always responds in the same way to the same commands no matter who's using it.

The "HELLO" command, for example, will always send the. computer to,the veryL

beginning of the program, and it will always print out "HELLO, please enter your
name, then punch the 'Return' key." It does not have a mind of its own, though
it may seem to be pretty clever sometimes, and there is no person at the other
end of the line typing responses to the user. The cleverness and the personal

touches were consciously programmed into the system to make it more interesting
to use.

You might also want to te11them that the computer itself is not the machine
which the user touches. That machine is the computer terminal. Its purpose is
to relay information from the user to the computer and vice versa. 'The computer
is some distance away (you could tell them exactly where it is), anywhere from
a few feet to hundreds of miles (the distance is Timited only I, the Charge for
the telephone line). The computer they'are usin4 one of about 30 different
computers in California which are programmed to run EUREKA, none of which is

used for compiling personal inforMation on the user. In fact, as soon as the
user types "STOP",or "HELLO",;hile using EUREKA, the computer erases all pers al

information on the user from its memory.

The EUREKA computer program, you might want to ,Say, contains lo information
about users at all until users reveal their names and give answers to the various
QUEST questions. That's the only personal informailion it can store. EUREKA
cannot tell whether users are male or female, young or old, Chinese or Italian,
because it is not programmed to ask those questions. That information, for one
reason or another, is irrelevantwto EUREKA.. By using the personal information

it obtains through QUEST, however, it can match each user wit* those occupations
which would seem suitable. Yet it not make any predictions about the user
and ttkzse occupations, nor does it to anything to yhe user regarding one or
more of those occupations. It does measure or test the user either. It

does contain the latest -information about occupations but nothing about job
openings. It does have accurate information aboull)programs of study and training
and about postsecondary schools, but it cannot tell tte. user which program or
school would best serve that users needs or which school hea the best chemistry
department. It does not counsel; it does not advise. You could say that EUREKA
provides the latest and most localized information available to enable the user to
make informed decisions.

With such a matter-of fact introduction to EUREKA, you should be able to
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dispel the romantic or mystical notions users might have about what the system_
can do for them ands'thereby help them to approach the whole experience realis-
tically.

ASSISTING THE USER AT THE TRNINAL

The user need not be assisted at the terminal by a profeslonal person, but
someone knowledgeable about EUREKA should be available to assist. (See Appendix
for training aids).

#
Whoever is assisting, punt, paraprofessional, student, secretary, teacher,*

counselor, or fellow client, 1Tiould allow the user to interact freely with the
system as much as possliblelpnd should refrain from hovering over the user con-
stantly. The assistant should have each use type his or her own responses even
if the typing is one-fingered hunting-and-pecking. Using UREKA then becomes
the unique personal experiente that it should be.

When the user arrives, yie assistant shd check to make sure that this
particular user is scheduled and is prepared to use the terminal and should make
sure that. the terminal is logged into the EUREKA program. Next, the assistant
should direct the user to the chair at the terminal and instruct the user to type
his or her name as requested by the program. That done, the vser may sit waiting
for something to happeh. It won't. The machine will wait patiently until the
user presses the "Return" key to signal the end of the message. The computer has
no other way of knowing when the user has completed a response. Therefore, the
assistant should say something about the ."Return" key when giving the initial
instructions and should keep an ear open for any other delays caused by the user's
having forgotten to press the "Return" key.

At this point the

assistant may need to

explain the computer

message about begin- 40$

itinOoith QUEST- or

INFO, but from then

on the user ,shIgld

be able to profeed

pretty. much 07one7

unless. itterm

_questions about an

unusually short or

lengty QUEST list,

'or about a QUEST list

Oat doesn:t contain the occupation(s)the user is currently considering.
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USING EUREKA IN COUNSELING

The counselor who uses EUREKA in the career decision-making and counseling

process sodn learns that though EUREKA is an indispensable part of the information

gathering stsp.of that process, it is onlyrtangentially involved(with the other

three steps: self-assessment, integration of information, and development of

"a
11

plan of action. ''dose steps involve counseling, and EUREKA does not counsel.

EUREKA is not programmed to simulate a counseling interview. It canntt replace

counselors. But it is designed to be a part of counseling and guidance activities.

Aksuch, it can--

1. Motivate students and clients to think about their own preferences and

relate those preferences to the world of work;

2. Increase the user's knowledge of occupations and information about"
certain occupations;

3. Provide students with information that they want to keep for future

reference;

4. Save the counselor's time by eliminating laborious research;

5. Increase the likelihood of using more reliable occupational information

in counseling; and

6. Introduce more order into the career decision-making and counseling

process. (QUEST'S twenty-one items provide alluseful structure for the

initial counseling interview.)

The counselor who integrates EUREKA into career counseling will find that

EUREKA makes the entire process more efficient and more effective.



PUBLICIZING EUREKA

You do have to be a P. T. Barnum to get people to use ErEKA, but you
do need to 1 t people know the system is available before ey can possibly use
it. The amo of use people make of EUREKA is closely related to how well the
system i9/publ int' both in house and throughout the community. Community
familiarity ith the system will entourage use and will contribute to a base of
strong support for all of your career education activities.

A

Here are some suggestions for pulicizing EUREKA:

1. Locate the terminal in a conspicuous place. Spectators become users.
A computer terminal placed in the waiting rsomof an employment-related

program, for example, can turn idle time into constructive career
exploration.

2. Hang EUREKA posters where they'll stimulate curiousity about the system.
One set of five posters is available without charge for every EUREKA
terminal. Obtain yours through your user services specialist.

3. Recruit a bidding reporter to write an articlemlabout the system for

the school ne'spaper or house organ.

4. Encourage local media to do on-the-spot coverage of students or clients
using the system. The computer terminal is intriguing to viewers and

readers; consequently it is interesting to the media.

5. Demonstrate the system at a meeting of the PTA or a local service club.

6. Make the system available to the community through adult schools or by

taking a terminal directly to shopping centers, fairs, and othecosublic

gathering places.

7. Include EUREKA in orientation activities associated with registration.

8. Display products manufactured loca4ly, and relate the occupations involved

to job descriptions from the occupational files.

7,?
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TROUBLESHOOTING :-.7.: ,t v
. '`...

Although EUREKA :is!eminently'repable. and e :to use,-ertatil problems'
, !. .may arise that reqUire Spee#0 atteklon;'w,

cateflikles:'..
.s.

. .1
qproblems:4Tl,fall Aqt6 ,Imo,...

',...'''' '' "NP 41---%

..e.

, - ., :
If you are haVing diffiCulty.logling in,. check log.:161strtictions

carefully and try again.- If thecamOuterdoes not respond, call your

contact person'at the computing center to see whether t omputer is

up or down (working or not). elf the problem is with you terminal,

arrange to have it repaired. By all means, encourage u rs to be

patient when the systeb becomes inoperative. Assure m that the

malfunction is being corrected and that they will be resthedulecNo

use the system later.

1. Computer or Terminal Problem

2. Information or Program Error

EUREKA'S computer programs are testedipefore they are released for use

and information updates are carefully proofed, but errors still somehow

sneak through. If you see or hear of a problem in the programs or infor-

mation files, contact us by telephone or fill out tpe EUREKA suggestion

form which is available from your user services representative, and send

it to us along with a printout showing tpe problem. Our staffiwill

then locate and correct the_error, and the correction will be reflected

in 141e next updated computer tape sent to your computer center.

Sample EUREKA Suggestion Form:

EUREKA SUGGESTION FORM

Suggested By: For Office Use Only

Title: Referred to:
Address: Date:
Phone #: Respond to
Date: Date:

two

SUGGESTIONS:

NOTE: Please include the computer pri-4iout if you believe
EUREKA is not workinc correctly.
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STANDAR06 FOR USE OF

EUREKA, THE CALIFORNIA CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM

EUREKA, The California Career Information System, has the responsibilityfor providing a practical mea of direct access to current labor market and edu-
cational information in forms hlch are meaningful to individual students jpd
clients and for encoura egration of such information Into schools dR4
social agencies.

The "Standards" are intended to help user schools and agencies
understand the System and to plan uses that will complement their other activities.

The purpoy.e of EUREKA, The California Career Information System, as the
mane implies, is to make occupational and educational Information more accessible
for career exploration. To achieve this end; EUREKA:

--ire a delivery system that can be operated by inexperienced
students and other individuals. Anyone-who can follow a
simple set of instructions can operate the system.

--updates Information immediately as new o,b revised data becomes
available.

- -provide in-service training to coordinators in sponsoring
agencies.

\-/

- -establishes a statewide cooperative of users to reduce costs and
Insure quality information to individual schools and agencies.

The delivery system consists of several semi-independent components
which have a certain built-in flexibility that is adaptable to different user
needs and different Institutional resources. The basic components are these:

QUEST: Helps users Identify occupations to explore and helps them
locate appropriate types of information about occupations.

DESCRIPTION: Summarizes each of the occupations In the system.

PREPARATION: Describes ways to prepare for occupations.

PROGRAMS OF STUDY AND TRAINING: Describes various types of
educational programs, includineftfonal Occupational
Programs, and lists programs in postsecondary education
institutions.

SCHOOLS: Presents comparable data about services and
costs of two- and four-year postsecondary educational
institutions.

VISITS: Gives names of people to contact for personal discussion
about their occupations (available only in areas with local
sponsors).

The System has been systematically tested and Is now In widespread use
In educational institutions and social agencies. Among other things, these tests
an4 operating experience Indicate certain rule!, fOr effective use of the system.
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Isles fpr System Use

lw
1. The follbwing table indicatetways in which Systeis components

be used to meet particular needs: Prospective.user institutions should analyze
their need, to determine which purposes they want the System to serve,

USES OF EUREKA COMPONENTS

CrIncipal
TYPE OF Ul Cbmponent

IdentifIcaron QUEST
of Occupations
for Exploration

Introduction to
Occupations

Introduction to
Edbcational 4
Training Oppor
tunities

COunsolorrs
Reference to
Selected Career
Materials

Postsecondary
School inforMa-
tion

Other
Required
Compoients

DESCRIPTIONS
BIBLIOGRAPHY
;PREPARATION

DESCRIPTIONS BIBLIOGRAPHY
PREPARATION

BIBLIOGRAPHY

SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS
PREPARATION
DESCRIPTIONS.

Optional
Additional
Components

N40,9ISITS

VISITS

VISITS

BIOLIOGRAPI1110

41P'

DESCRIPTIONS
PROGRAMS
SCHOOLS

PROGRAMS

,The requirements listed In the preceding table are based on experle
which has` shown, for instance, that the QUEST questlennaflOe and list of oc
titles should not be used by Itself. The questionnal tain save
occupation selection criteila, but other information,
tunitles and licensing requirements, Is essential
Users must have access to and be encouraged to use s
descriptions, books, visits, etc. - -to get Information about the
want to explore. My institution using the QUEST part of the Sys
use at least the DESCRIPTIONS, BIBLIOGRAPHY, and PREPARATION statemen

pational
pertinent

, Job oppor-
cupational choice.
al material - -

ccupations they
must plan to

2. Batch processing of the QUEST questionnaire, whereby students'
receive only a printout of their QUEST list without an opportunity to make a
CHANGE, Inquire WHY MOT., and immediately retrieve descriptive information about
the occupations, Is not authorized: A school or agency that desires to use this
process should obtain prior authorization from the EUREKA Director of User Services.

3. Institutions should Incorporate the System Into ongoing courses and
counseling practice, wherever appropriate and feasible.

Iti advantageous, though not required, that they also make the System
available for independent student/client use. Experience has proved that the
System receives effective use when it is open to independent client/student usage,
but Its resources should alto be integrated into ongoing instructional and
counseling programs. The publication Inside EUREKA is available to aid in
this process. 77



4. In-service training of staff is a prerequisite to a of the System.
Effective use of the System requires an understand( 'thel-felt ingi System
components, sources and use odtinfodestion, mechan System use, end discussion
of System applications within the particular sett! Staff who will use or be
responsible for the use of tem la individual is and agency offices
must attend a tral ch, ha, balm approved by EUREKA?

5. Each userAnstitution should designate one person as the rdinator
for the Institution. This witlkovide a contact point for common, ion between .
the Ipstltut.Ion and the EUREKA- ff.

I

6. Current local, regional, and national oAlkccupationa and edu tional
inftrmation is at the heart of,the System. Providing inaccprat or-00d ed
informetiorkis a serious misuse of the System and a disservice o stude s.

F
' User schools and agencies must `support an adequate program of informati n main-
ilotenance by helping to pay the information development costs of E KA, hick
operates the information maintenance program for the System. ( ign f the
System was financed by various grants, so User agencies are not cha d for any
of the Initial developmental costs. However, operng costs must b borne by
user institutions.) *OS include the following:

,, lei t

a. appropriate printedipaterOals (user handbooks,
implementation books, etc.)

b. share of updating costs (continuous information
maintenance and system modifications) and dis-
tribution of updates.

c. agency scoff training and program evaluation

In addition, there are some costs associated with the delivery device:
r/

Terminal rental or purchase

Terminal maintenance

7.

California

rel
of Carer In

of the DI

Terminal paper

Computer rental or purchase or cdmputer access charge

Telephone line and hookup (If required)

EUREKA materials are copyrighted and remain the property of the
/orldregon Career information Systems and/or e National Association
reatiON System. They may be duplicated ~ th the written approval
r.

8. User agencies must provide adequate dell4ery devices to serve their
clientele. Experience indicates that one 10 character-per-second (CPS) terminal
per 1200 users and one 30 CPS terminal per 2000 users are optimum.

9. The System is still being tested and modified, and new applications
may be-tested. Experimentation Is encouraged, provided it Is conducted with'
evaluatilon and with approval by EUREKA staff. Howevorp the above requirements
have proven ta be essential, and any institution using the System must observe
these requirements unless other acrangements are made in advance. Unauthorized
departure from these standards win be viewed as a breach of the agreement and
will result in termination of Sy em availability.

Adopted 10/20/7/



EUREKA, The California Career Information System

CONST4TUTION
Adopted February 17, 1977
,-.Revised June 30, 1977

,,Revised March 30, 1978

ARTICLE I

MME

The name of this consortium shall be EUREKA, The California Career Information
System, hereinafter referred to as "EUREKA".

ARTICLE II

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The goals and objectives of this consortium shall be to foster development and
use of career informatt o provide practical means of direct access to current
career and labor market Inf on in forms which are meaningful to individual
students and clients, and to promote Integration of such Information Into schools
and other public service agencies in this state of California.

ARTICLE III

CONSORTIUM

Section 1. Membership. Application for consortium membership, Or Invitation
to consortium membership Oy the EUREKA Board, shall'be open to those agencies and
Institutions which are nonprofit as defined by the state, are using the Sylitem at
an appropriate level of use in accord with Board policy, and are providing an
equitable share of the financial ratources for suOlort of EUREKA as determined by
the Board.

1

Section 2. Authority. Consortium members may nominate people for the con-
sortium's Board, vote for Board members, and make recommendations to the Director
or to the Board. Consortium members are entitled to one vote per user contract.

Section 3. R I. Upon violation of the contract-governing use of EUREKA,
consortium members may be removed by majority vote of the Board.

Section 4. Reinstatement. Consortium members ;Co have been removed may be
reinstated by majority vote of the Board.

Section 5. Meetings.. The Board will adopt procedures for calling &stings
of the consortium.

ARTICLI IV

BOARD

Section I. Authorlt*. The EUREKA Board shall interpret the goals and
objectives of the consortium, shall set priorities for EUREKA, and shall make
recommendations to the Director for their implementation, within the limits of
applicable laws and regulations.
'0 J.-



Section 2. . Candidates for the EUREKA Board may be nominatedby consortium mosintt accordance with provisions of Section 4.

Section 3. Election.. Members of the EUREKA Board shall be elected in thespring by secret ballot of a majority of the consortium membership. Newly electedBoard members shall take offiEn at the next regular meeting.

Section 4. Composition. The initial EUREKA Board shall consist of thoseindividuals who have held regular membership in the EUREKA orginization and whochoose to accept such membership when polled. During the spring 19/8 election bythe consortium meskership, approximately one third of these members will beselected by lot to be replaced by three members elected by the consortium.Officers shall be exempt from the lot. During the spring 1979 election, *prox-imately one half of the remaining members of the original Board will be selectedby lot to be replaced by three members elected by the consortium. During thespring 1980 election, the remaining members of the original Board will be replacedby three members elected by the consortium.

Thereupon, the EUREKA Board shall consist of nine voting members who shall
be persons affiliated with consectium members. At least one. Board member shall
be selected from each major category of consortium members as follows: secondaryschools, community colleges, county offices of education, and public service
agencies. Additional non-voting representatives from interested agencies or
institutions shall be elected by the Board.

Section 5. Tenure. Thn term of office for a Bo.;rd member shall be three
years with no Board member :eligible to serve more than six consecutlx, years.
The terms of the members of the EUREKA Board shall be staggered.

Section 6. Resignation. Members of the Board may resign by giving written
notice to the Board Chairer.

Section 7. Removal. Upon failure to attend three consecutive regular,
meetings or two-thirds of all meetings during the immediately preceding twelve
months or portion thereof that the member has been in office, the Chairer shall
declare that position vacant.

A ter of the EUREKA Board may be removed .by two-thirds vote of the Boardmembershi .

Section 8. Reinstatement. A person who has been a Board member may be
reinstated by a two-thirds vote of to Board membership.

Section 9. Leaves of Absence. The Board may approve extended leaves of
absence.

s Section 10. Filling Vacancies. Subject to provisions of-Article IV,
Section 4s the Board may appoint a representative from the appropriate consortiummember category to complete an unexpired term vacated by resignation or removal.

ARTICLE V

BOARD OFFICERS

Section I. Positions. Board officers shall be nominated and elected by the
EUREKA Board at the first meeting after the election to the Board.

8-2



Section 2. Nomination,. Nomination for Board Officers shall be by nominating
ballot. If one member receives two-thirds of the nominating votes for a Board
office, that member Is elected. If eo member recelyes two-thirds or more of the
nominating votes, the two members receiving the highest number of votes shall beso nominated. Ties will be broken by chance. ,Nominations shall be accepted from
thi floor.

Section 3. Election. Election.to the office will be determined.in asecret
ballot by a majority vote of the EUREKA Board members present.

Section 4. Term of Office. The term of office shall be one year with no
member serving more than two consecutive terms In each office. Vacancies in
either position are to be filled by. Board action as prescribed in Article V.
Sections 2 and 3.

Section 5. duties. The Chairer of the Board shall preside over Board,.
*stings. The Chairer shall! be authorized to execute documents on behalf' of the
Board. In the absence of the Chairer, the Vice- Chairer shall assume those
duties,of the Chairer.

seation 6. Removal. Board members may be removed from the office of Chaire
or Vice-Chairer by a two-thirds vote of the EUREKA Board.

ARTICLE Vi

BOARD MEETINGS

Section 1. Regular Melbtings. Regular meetings of tithe Board will be held
at least each spring and fall at times and places determined by the Board Chairer
and the Director, rotating between Northern and Southern California.

Section 2. Special Meetings. Special meetings may be called by. the Chairir
or three members of the EUREKA Board upon at least five days notice. All agenda
items to be considered must accompany notice of the meeting.

Section 3. Quorum. A major)

Salton 4. *monde items.

4

Director, shall prepare an agenda
agenda by notifying the Chalrer.

ty of the EUREKA Board will constitute 'a quorum.

rd Chalrer, inicooperation with the
'Board member may place an item on the

is five'days prior notice has been given
of.the pending consideration of an agenda item, any member of the EUREKA Board
may request that item to be held over to the next regular meeting.

*Section 5. Open Meetings,' All regular and special meetings of the EUREKA
Board shall be open to the public, except personnel matters which may be held in
executivesession unless all parties waive that right.

Siction 6. Parliamentary Authority. Robedts Rules of Order will. be the
-rules for the conduct of Board meetings, in so far as they do not conflict with
this constitution. s

Section 7. Voting. Each member of the,Board shall be entitled to one vote.
The concurrence of-7717jority of the members present is required for Board action.



ARTICLE VII'

FISCAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY

REKA, The California Career information System, Inc., a non- profit
cot Ion will haute the Office of the Rirector and has legal. ,sibility
for work of the staff. The Corporation will receive and d ie funds on
behalf of the System and in furthernce of its goals will provi personnel,
accounting, legal, and other administrative services under terms of applicable
taws and administrative policies.

ARTICLE VIII

DIRECTOR

Section 1. Putigs. The Board shaii employ a. Director whb-shall be the
adminIttrative head of EUREKA.

NV;
SectiCA 2. lipard Membersh4p4, The Director, who shall serve as an ex-

officio, non - voting member of the EUREKA Board, shall keep the Board advised at-
! f of the affairs and needs of the System.

tion 3. Personnel. Subject to Board policy the Director shal) appoint
or r appointive personnel fpme positions with 1f the System

Section 4. rurchasins. Subject.to Board policy the Director shall act
as purchasing agent for the EUREKA System.

Section 5. Reporting. The Director will be responsible for developing
and operating budgets in accord with rules of the EUREKA Corporation, preparing
and submitting annual budget estimates and such reports as the Board requests.

9,

ARTICLE IX

TASK FORCES

The Director may appoint standing or ad-hoc task forces to advise -Nim or
her on such matters as finance, system design, problem solving, marketing, etc.
Persons appointed to task forces need not hold Board membership, but may be
personnef&from EUREKA user agencies or other persons with expertise in the
subject of the task force.

4 .

ARTICLE X

AMENDMENTS

A motion to amend the constitution must be presented at a regular Board meeting
at least one meeting before any action may be taken. A vote by a Board member
may be sent to die Chairs! before the next official Board meeting.

46.
ARTICLE IX

'DISSOLUTION
/

.

This consortium mal be dissolved by two-thirds roll all vote'of the full
Board membership provided ton days written notice of int nt has been/given allmembers. if reasonable attempts to obtain attendance f voting onjdissolution
have failed4, the Chairer may conduct such a vote by mail.

4 '

S



EUREKA POLICIES AND PROCEDURES.

ARTICLE I

BOARD MEMBERSHIP

Section J. -Election of Consortium Members to the Board. Procedures for
the election of.repraenratives froi the consortium to ote 'EUREKA Board shall
be adopted by the Board.

fSection 2. si-Ola keSignation shall be recognized only by a written0 notice submitted' the Board,by the school; college, or agency represented by
the member. Such resignation shall be recorded in the minutes of the meeting
immedrately"follooing receipt of the.resign'ation.- .

$ection 300/41ofMoticeo The Sedretary shall fotify theindividual,removed from membership', Ancithe school, college, or agency represented
by :the formermember, of the action by the-Board.

ARTICLE IL

BOARD MEETINGS

Section 1.: Notice of Meetings. Notice of the tJme and location of each
regular meeting shall be provided to all Board'members at least twt weeks pr i r,.to the meeting.

. .

11.Allietion 2.. Recording of Votes. :The eyes and nays shall:be taken by voiceor be of upon all propositions presented to the Board for action and the-passageof non7pessege shall be recorded in the Board minutes.
.

' Section 3. Commit oes. Advisory and other-committees may be established
by-the Board wilen su _notion is conslesent 4ththe constitution and policies
established by the Board. (..g. Membership,Subcommittee, Audit Subcommittee,'
Planning Subcommittee, Advisory Committee,

Section 4. tion-XotIna ParticipAtir. An absent member may designate an
alternate to participate a; a BoardlieWng as a non-voting repfesentative.

ARTICLE III

ORGANIZATI OF THE BOARD

section 1. Organizational Meeting. At itsgtirst meeting subseguerft.to
the election of members °Vt. Bonrd, the Board shall organi2e by electing the
following officers: Chairer, Vice-Chairer, Secretary, and Treasurer.

Section 2. Chairer-Director Consultation. The Board Chairer end the .

Director will c2pfer between Board meettngslto prepare an agenda and sign docu-
ments of a T rof Book

8
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apt Ion 3. Resonneibi 11 of,che Trpasvtior. The Treasurer slhall 'assureMt ill funds, property, is r 1 ghts Of EUREKA are Inventoried enallo
protected, that common/1r accepted budgetary pro4idures are maintained, andthat
information of this nature Is readily avallableto the Board and to the chic'
administrator on all dTslowiements made by. EUREKA. Further, the Treasurer
be responsible for the development of an'ann4 1 financial report to be pre..at the annual\ meeting' of the Board.

- I
e-

,
. ,

Section 4. Resoollibility of the iiicei=Cliairir. In the absence of the
Chid rer, the V 1 ce-Chal rer shall chat ra Oa Ofti c 1 all ngs of the Board and

"" s.-

Board.

correspondence between the Board and other egenclei or Individuals as shall be

respon-
sible for, maintaining the minutes of, the board neetings and for conducting such

shall sign such documents as may be neceftsary to'_

'is

Section 5. -Resocliibi I ity fethe'Sicietarv. ' . ecretary shall be respon-

0 . /
. .

7 I

......the action of the

desirable. ,,
. .

rie ._'...,

ARTJEVE .1.14

011.
elf

7. 4 -:: ,:,,

"4350iiiEl:.Y.

d. sect 1 °el , Staff Support, That,114.4.sihal I retain
staff shall be hired- undet contraat:4'. ' 4i

.. 1 .

Sect ion-,
,

2. ireCtipi

tshal I be an amployee
,somfd 'tkorougol,,hothe i rer.

staff as needed. All

The chliat idmrilistrator shaltlie4he Director who
Bopard, 4iirsha 1 I be di rect 1 espons bl e to the.; ' d'

i

dectipp Atithapiv :to ,'bend. The D I rector will be permitted
to muthothe exploditures up to,-0'$;0:09.: ceiling, and may consult Board members
If likaloubt abraatt.sibi-ipcPenditurb.b#44fp I Inc-with Board policy .

el
ARTICLE V

g

"-CHANGV IN POLICIES, RULES, AND REGULATIONS

,Sest ion 1. /riscedure. Policies, ilbles, and regulations of the BOard may
:be adopted; revised, added to, or amended at any regular meeting of the Board
by a majority vote of those members present.

4 .
AP iSection 2. Not I f I cation. Proposed rages or additions shall be-011114dea

to Board members not less than two weeks prior to the meeting at which actlort is
reecome

*

a



EUREKA Aide Training

2

OBJECTIVE

To train students to assist people in the use of EUREKA materials-, programs,
and. the computer teridnal.

METHOD

.Each student in training will meet with the supervising paraprofetsional
Or4igouhselor on a regular basis until Step One and part or all of Steps
/Wolind Three are complet4 ,The Trainetwill be responsible for training
the aide on a one-to-on* 401/using the'methods outlined below.

Step One

Purpose:

Process:

Ai It

To teach aides about the basic opeiation of the computer terminal.

The Trainer will explain and then demonstrate each'procedure.
The 'aide in*training will then attempt each procedure. 'The
Trainer will checkoff each oPeration when successfully cbmOleted.
The aide may also want to study the QUEST chapter in the INSIDE
EUREKA handbook.

A ( ) On-line s

( ) Log-in 0

( ) QUEST - include:

( -) List

( ) Why Not

A ) -Progedure for

( ) INFO
(

( ) DESC ( BIB

( ) PRE,
( ) VISIT

( ) PROG
( ) ATTR

k -I

4'4116 awers
CH

Itt2_14R9

Purpose: To enable aides to assist people using EUREKA in spec fic situations.
Process: The Trainer will folloW the procedure outlined for each 50tuation

and check it off when cothpleted, Each situation may be a separate
training session.

ari

9

SIfUATION A

Trainer ks: "What if the person using EUREKA received no occupations?
Traine Retponds

Trainer: Evaluates response, gives additional suggestions ifi,
appropriate.

Together: Discuss reasons whOlsituation mightitcur; how the person
using EUREKA might feel in that situation.

C-1



4
Step Two (coat.).

) SITUATION B

Trainerhsks: "What if the person'Uslike EUREKA titceives 150
Occupations?"

Trainee: Responds

Trainer: Evaluates responsetgivls additional suggestions if
appropriate,'

Together: Otscuss reasibns why situation might occur; how the
rson.ustmg EUREKA might feel in that situation.

Adg

SITUATION C
-

Trainer asks:

411,
Traftee:

Trainer:

Together:

ITUATION 0

"What if the person using EUREKA gets a li %t which
contains many occupations that he or she feels are
inappropriate?"

Responds

Evaluates response, gives additional suggestions if
apprwlate.

DisciSs reasons why the situation might occur; how the
person using EUREKA might feel in that situation.

.

4,0

Train# asks: "What if the person ailing EUREKA says, 'I want to be
a professional baseball umpire (or football referee),
but I can't findOt in the list of occupations.'"

Trainee:

.Trainer:

1

"mon&
11

tigkatesgresponse0 , gives additional suggestions if
t -priate. 4

T9ge her: ' DiScuss reasons why situation

that
occur; how the'perso

sing EUREKA might feel in that situation.
1

To assist aides in identifying refOral methods and referral afurces.
AP

Process: .A4dafshould first be reminded that there are limits upon their
training and experiences hich restipct the serVtleethey ca provide

if and that sometimes the b
client to a member of th
will follow taikprocedu
off when completed. Esc')
session.

) SITaTiON

Trainer asks: %at

seriltice they can offer.is to refer the
rofessio 1 guidance-staff.ilThe trainer
outline or each situation and check it

situation / be a separate training

student says, 'I need to find a job
0

. because I'm going topflunk out of sctool. Can ydW40
help me?"

414

f.
Trained: Respond*

* t 86



-1-440 t
Trainer: Evaluates response, disiusses ierfil process,

- appropriate, gives additional suggestions.

444! tTo9ether; Discuss s why this sttuat on might occur; how
. the person seeking help might feel in this,-situation.

SITUATI ts-

Trainer /tits: "What if the user ciontinually makes reference to a
recentjivorce ancl'how. it has 'caused him or her
not to-'-care about attending college next year ?"

Trainee:- Responds
-,.....-.1.

..,..- -
Trai-ner:'. Evaluate responsev discusses referral process, discusies

...,'.--Jaitielit fidentialltyland, if appropriate, gives addi-
1,.''tional suggestions.''

. i.. , .. ,- .
'..7'iogether!- Discuss reasons why. this situation might occur; ow the

-;:, person using EUREKA might feel in this situation,
-02, ...*,..,., .

*Ttiatiori c C. - -

Y4

". Trainer asks: "What it the person using EUREKA .fttinually,responds
,,with ,po preference' oi 'not sure when responding

(
a theauestions in QUifT?"

.i.' 1
Tritinem: .

- '-

Sponse, discusses referral process, and,
te

t
Wes additionalosuggestions.

this situation: itfghoccur; how
n traihE RIKA.mightfeel in this situation.

I

a

ti

-C-3
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fURttrIDE STUDY QUESTIONS.

Instructions: Amor:the following questions as completely as you know how.

1." 'How can Wind out which community colleges offer coursework in Beautician)
Training: 9

. How can I obtain' a list of the occupations in the Health Services occupational
group?

It

. If Vh2tOgrapher isn't among the occdplional titles on my QUEST list, ,how can
I flakout which adtwers eliminated it?

,

41k aF

4. After obtaining a QUEST list, I decide thiph/l want Acrease my beginning

-

wage from $700 to $1000. 'How cvj do land get another QUEST list?

5. How can I find .,gilt which high school subjects wodld be appropriate in order to
become a RegisfAredNurse?

. How.can I btain the name of a Printer with whom my students can disdUss that
occul'atiOn

7. losing E KA, I fodnd out how much :cit woul'cost me to attend U.C. Davis and'
livetin heidormitory: However, I only have half as much money as Ijneedto
attend. Now find out what kind Of help U.C. Davietcaniprovide and how
much it mill§ht bet4

10 -

. . A . 4 f'
4

O. How can 'I find out what kind of coursework is reciutred in order to become:
Physical Therepist?.

41

* 4 -<4

(

How can I *pare thp procedures for apply4tig for financial aid at Laney
CollIpe idental College, and California Institute of Technology?

9
*

10. Where can I get atlist of the Ands of ifilformatiog stored it EUREKA and
dirtctions for obtaining it?



What Users Should Know About
the Revised *ST

by

k

John S. Clyde
Michael, McKeever

Oregon Career Informatibn System

Over the lest semen years, QUEST has been used throughout the country by
sever million peen*. as, an aid-in--career plaiting. It is well recognized now

as anillkxpleration tool Mkt asststs..people in findi ations that rte th:
esigned as a consignee
to motivate .peopl# to

their interests a abilities. Basically., QUEST he
of theCareer Info tion System,with its primary
start searching tem's information files.

Revisions ta 14Yr:been carried ok-almost continuously by Dr'. Bruce
. .

Mainiay and his staff:all -.Univertity of Oreggp. Four years ago the research
development pro in 'to scope witiMsearchers examining** ssible- usefulness sever r 'fore QUEST. From this research ev lvect( revised

*QUEST;, an i nippbout an even mixture Old terns
An interest(

Temperaments--is

:

4raittton ....rrt o.
Sthat.the "temperament
dr her success on the j

stions /called Nature-
.50 - users in junior di stlifior

egenAletiP They replace the Data-People
13 thromph 23 in the old QUEST.

i.

luded iii' the ctionar of
on that di eren s ca or nt.

Experience in placing4ndivfdualsiiln
lipplicant is often the neterminind

revised QUEST'incorpeatekeight
.o in ST) that We been pilot-

hoole, 'community dolleges,
ngs Inteiesti,itenti;

raments items INClude:1
40

9
IMUS On some jobs you do the, same 'thin& many, times it day...
u coork' at a stead pace.- Would.yom want to do tfilfs type of work?

CODE WORD
YES

41p°, illi efeuld
not

rence or. `ha not sure- 41(P)

.114- 2,L PRECISE **erne Jell there little. room for'error so you must be
44i very exact in your Work Would t to do this type of*work?

: .skilt

": . -1 The Department of Labor's Handbook for Ana in Jobs ctually. includes ten=
temPerastedits. We have chosen to dela, two -co t se: 1 Performing Under ttresS--
not included becau it gliminates too few Occupations; (2). Nttn Fitry by firg-Criteria- nceft that seemed to vague for users to urilerslnd. I'm'

0

89
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I
3 ?'"

a
3. USING.FACTS On some jobs youhave to. inspect andtaNalyze factual

informatiton to reach conclusions. --Woulci youilwant to do this type. ,,

of work ?;
,...,. e de

. WORKING WITH OTHERS On some jobs. you must deal with many different
people to get your work. done. Would you want to- dd tiffs. type of work?

ri
5_ PERSUADING, SELLING cOn.some jobs you sellor try to nvince people

of something. Would you-want to do thigtype of wo

6.11DECISION-MAKING On some j s you are responsible for making Mal .#n. decisions about projects, s and 1phar people's duties. Would you
want to do this t of wo ?

7. CHANGE On some jobs you must move Wten from one task to another..
and use several different skills. Would y want to do this typoof.
work? - 40 4 a 11,

- - - ..

W -.4k:
1 eased i 1*.8. CREATIVE On some lots you must interpret t ea express eelngs

tin creative ways. Would you want to do this,41peof work?',Jc
7,16

TeSpaillients items asp& to Kavi iteveral advantigei.to the-user. First,,

4 a
., t.,

.

they are easier to u ierstand than the Data-Nople-Things items. ImportantlY.,
they do. not rely o. m.e use of occUpational ekamples to illustrate the 'coricApt, .

/his
qr stion ause, a '.,..tereotype Ai* she may hove about a cattails occupation , lt

. 1,,, of pol:entreilly biasing the user's responte to the 46--'

or Occupations us-. the e le. .Second, users like tePics addressed i
these questiost. fob-ttiorkdr "persmality- chef," and_thri.e vi :ft--

-ment:in whVh work are popular to-pies.' today dIders have te the e
questions a* very relevant tothiir car plapning process. Third, TempetisientS
appear to.bia a good base on whichotor build meaningful curriculum. This As im- of e
portant because,,topriculum "reciReso".ovill have to be writter0for the7dhperament, '-iteili. i Ir ..: .,.7'

,

r.

. a.
..:"t .

One of tha"mott to pottant 4,-0!f this researh project was implemented 4...-;"?`
las year when the format h 3414t4;i44ems w §ed frokasking ithe
users to self-report their litfittOi,isjang he pnetta preference for N,.
what ability levels they would like.-"i-O.us*.(An, jc.: , I It short, QUEST no tipper ..i.s.
asks "How much ability olo you ve?" but,"Hmi"isk Abgity :dq ytrit want to ute ''..i
in a. ,b ?" The distinction i mpor nt and re*i0Onse..te the chin* has bee . --1,,
very positigar. It helps to ntif,)u,, BEST more cleaily as aSiimxplpy .t.ONevery

with the loser anrnot as a test designed to me'
. .

revisdd ontain o nevi Abilities itgms;, EYISHAND CO0k11I N
(Motor ..ordinati' TAIL 4Fortaiyercepitiet). The wording -ill the, `---.

'Oesponse categori 171 I Abi 1 i ri terns has been anew somewhat
. "
Aut they `sti 11"'''..,---

refer to the same percentage of t enegal population. They alp .-.
. . 4

dietf,

dp .4.
Ws L t Ability (that rep tents the bottom 33%'of the general:ROpUlation);

(2) 40EDIUM Ability ;.(which includes the middle 50%);

(3) HIGH Ability (as relk d in the top' 1O % of th ion).

90N
2



411
The 'Abilities questions in Revised QUEST are as-follows:
9. EYE-HAND COORDINATION You would need to be good at handling things

quiCkly-as you see them. You might have to be-quick and accurate at, _sorting or operating things.: highest level of coordinatinct.-
eye and hand movements you Want teune on a job:-
ANSWER CORE WORD

Low ability to coordinate eye and hand movements ELO

MediU11) abil ity to4Oirdinap*Ond hand. movements ELI

High ability to ccitirdingte-eye aid hand movement EHI

I'm not sure how Much of this ability / want to,Juse ENS`.

10. WORKING WITH FINGERS You would need to be able to do very precisework wit -sictrft r1.1_ You might have to handle small things easily,quickly ly.'` Mart the highest level of working with fingers ,you want to iisslin a,j01). e 10 ..1

ANSWER -,
CODE WORD

- 9 -J--At ability to work with tinging F40
led um abOlitY to work with angers FM

Highlinbility414 work with fingers PHI
I'm not sure: how much of this agility I want to use -tliS

Questions 9 afilrf.-0:re' late similar physical abilities, however, the user- :IP '16*.

+4,

does differentiate .betweemigg two questions and both questions relate to abilitres
needed i in vidilous siocEuoatfiltri

11. CHECKINGCCURACY You wault need to copy words or *wipers accurately.
you mighthave.,to be good at things like proofreadiog-mrilteninatemials.e.-
Mark the highettAevel of checking accuracy you want to use on aptir .11/4--------,t ... #

12. ABILITY WITH WORDS You would deed to read and follow instructioi! se;...s.
You might jiave to express yokself cleat* When writing or talking
with people. Mark the higheit level of ability with words you want to
use ion 4-. . 4

13. LITYlilITH NUMBERS You would need to do addition, SubtraCtion,
ltipti cation, and division. Yet might have to solve arithmetic,

lesii quickly alticcurately. . Mark the highest level of ability
Vh numbers you warp, used kjob. OIL 1

411W _A&refs some indicooion that users may under- rEport with this question,
a qu ai veloped dealing with the user's math develops It (i.e., users stated=*ether they completed basic arithmetic, algiebra, trigonometry, eta) Inter-0Ott gly, yours stddents misunderstood the quEstititt, since they didn't knowIthe
me ng-of these OathemOical t or ltVels. Consiquently, researchers returnedto is+qUestjonas4he better w user to indicate the level of arithmetic
ability they UoCto use on the job. I Its important to stress with Question 13,
as in4Lpar Abilities Ilesti s, that Sli does not ask the user to report-1)k,

i 1 i ty; but rather to' ',Ipre a prof C.- hwever, if the user finds- ittdifikicul%
e ress1 preference forxp y Otrticu ar abi
;take aitgood aibi 1 i ty test like the -GATIL The results'

some-users to express a prefereng for whirr 14%1 of 4)

y, it 1nlc ht be helpful for Noe user
ght make4t easier fOr

ity they would like to, use,t
'91 D.,;3



14. ,CATCHING ONTO THINGS* You would need the ability learn procedure*

11401,''''and understand the reasoning behing them. You mi have to,be good
' at figuring out complicatedthings. Mark the'high level of catob-

ing on to things you want to use on a job.

15. SiEIODETAIL You would need to be able to tell Slight differences
in shapes in objects and lengths of lines!' You might have to be' able
to see detail in objects, pictures or drawings. Mark the highest
level of seeing detail.you'want to use on a job.

Revised QUEST does ndt _include questions having
'tearing ability. Thee.are a number of reasons":
from the list: .1

1)

s2)

to do with eyesight and
for deleting these questions

Data for coding these questions 16 of questio
(a thbrough search for better data reaped no

UsorOoccasionally misinterpret thesequestions;

e accuracy
ts);

3) There is a tendency or these questioiii to shut doors for handicapped
individuals. 1'

Question 16 in the neat QUEST expands the old lifting question
different amounts of physicil activity. ItOads.as follows:

16. PHYSICAL ACTIVITY Jobs require different amounts of-puld
you be able and willing to be very active, of n'il

objects and sometimes lift 100 pounds or more?

asd inclules.

f

dsical activity. --
andle 50 pounds

ANSWER

Yes, I
No, (I co ldn't or wouldn't
gpreferen :or I'm not -Su

44- CODE :WORD

--YES
CO

In tekomater version, if the user answers 'CD'it No, (I couldn't 'or
wielidn't want to)" _7computer will respond with:

What is t

ANSWER.*

MEDIUW

tIGHT

mos-raCtivlt ou would able and willing to do?

CODE WORD

Moing around a lot and handling ejects
10 to 25 pounds

"

Movi ng . a round somdfand 'handl i ng objects

usualli under10 po

SITTING Rarely moving aro Alsually.sitting

0 PREFERENCE4or I'm not sure
s 04 iit

(TYPE IN: MED, LIGH, SIT* NP)

Pilot testing of this quest n indicatet that u
Optibnsapese response categori revile. 'The "Sitt
particrrly useful to handip users.

,

D-4

LIGH

SIT

NP

e the additional
response,should,b



'EDUCATION,, ND TRAINIl NOw much education and training will you Nape
when you enter your lamer field? Consider .jeur present education plus
addit 1 edticatioe,ou would lake. Circle the longest education or,trai progree yea would be willing to complete.

ANSI "
1 CODE WORD'

No special :edolition,ht aining or p NOexperience.
befIre staIiing t -job I ,

No more than high school graduatilh (or.G.E.D.) HS
- and a shOrt Thriiirg period

Up to one imt * full-ti lischoplinee6r two .ONEONE
years of-apprentice-tfpe training)11 *

Up to two to *years of full-timeschoolipg NO
(oiallFe our years of apprentice-type
training) IF.-; II ,*

,m.
Up to.--foueriear 'college degree:* equialeat

. FOUR

AiiE mount of education, lnclpding university ANY
graduate school training *

40-
oto thOncreild mintn wage and spiralii worker earnings, the'wage

c--

been, to $1,50V-per math. This -question continues ter b'e a most.

one or adult users. -(iik
.

.

8. 8EGINN/NpAQE gew much ast an occupation pair efor -regular,-
work) be ore you would consider it? These wages refer to the wrage

-4F starting rate before deductions; you would earn more, withoexperience.
6nN-, 14'

`ANSWER

-:'-hot sure or ot i rtant at thi time
At least the minimum wage to-;start MIN

t least $7004900 per month ( 03 -4$5.75 per poar) *700.
At:least $1,00041,249 per month ($5.76.$7.0 per our °IOW ,.,.xi

At siM-.#''''-'"At ;least $1,25,041099 per-month ($ . 1 - . ,plikpur") 1250
At least $1,5001er month ($8.65 per houi)

CODE Wort

_NI

Omeitt0,19 - rk's continues to it
modified only alight y reads:

.

:9 WORK ,SITTING Where would ou like to work/

1500

good question end has-been
eik

-'''CODE WORD

, OUT

IN

NP.



41
20. CITY SIZE Some people want to work only in a large city;to work in a small city; others want to work,in a small town. Whatiiteltya u willing to work in?
Only in a large city (like. Los lingelesi

San Francisco, San Diego).
Only; im a "small city (like Safinas

Bakersfield, San Bernardi' o
Only in a small towp, rural a

In a large city or small, city4but
a small toW1191. rural =area

s1116147.-c-1-k tRvIN Pr°- rof a large city
irence about city size,-I am
.111ng-to work in any size community

21. REGION Where areliou willing to work?
4. Only in the greater San Francisco Bay Area

Only in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley Area--,

Only in the Los Ahgeles-Southern Callitrnia
Coastal Area

Elsewhere. in Caiifo i
Anywhere in. California
AnYwhere in the U.S.

Us e ri need to know that if cupations are eliminated from a particular areaQu.stion 21, this doesn't necessarily mean that, gm 'occupations areIris-existentIlk that area, but rather°, that the 'number'emPloyed01% so low in those occupatigns

gthers want
size rommunity

U.1

RUR

LMSC

SCR

NP

SF

SAC

LA'

OTHER

CAL*
US AO'

.in,thearea _that i. ctical to report that -employment can be found:

0At one point inthis '1 vision, Oregon's research staff was using atmesti ire with ove 0 questions. They found *LAB re:questions- users.Were as d te respond t the, fewer occupatitwir remained am he user's lis, This, present rftision of twen pima questions produqes good occupational lists users'.Akers have found on the verale eight oceupatiots on their revised QUEST lis whichIfthey thought were so and worth. seekg more.in
seen' percent of t e in' another pilot "test said the U ST List gave them t.,--E4 .. .1

"new rflevant occu ons. they would seriously consider for future work " The 1indication is clear .that QtST d
a pdoes identify rPlevant occupatis for tie user, anr.important test of its value.' ,

. .
Mother riela st of-the quality ,,of QUEST is -

1110/te f' AL

acCOS to the information files. 'In a, recent pilot tes
4..*:theusers went on- .ta.aCcess

perhaps more iiapOrtant to a,
the evidence Indicating. that
44Might "QUEST. and QUEST List
elght,erCent said Alley would, UL,

her it fad ititis use
, eghtyLfour percent of

t leakt.onEket,thel occupational descriptions. But*
iiicesestafr iihIch must market this product iite" o Niinety-fix rcent said t

,lea0n about occupaons" and eigh

QUESTIff- a very- sensitive `fins
it; %Tiiirevised QUES1 is' a,

ontinfier 'to Uok for. cncreasin
hSIINvOuOthas been talcen befo
Efekthe earch effort will,vrantinue,

er ways 'to 1p pe9,4e.explore



STRONG-CAMPBELL INTEREST INVENTORWEUREKA,XONVERSION TABLE'.

Strops- Campbell O'ocuPational
:..Criterloh Groups

Accountant (f,m)
Advertiting Executi

Agribusiness Manager (m)

4

$) ** **** *00
1614

.....1162
1195
47*
7421°

t4164

Air Force Officer (M) . 1172
Architect (m) 2316-
Army Officer (f,
Art Teacher (f)

,)

Artist (f,m,)

nker

Beautician (f)
Biologist (m).

Business Education leacher (fon)
'Buyer(f,m)
Cartographer .(m)...-A,
Chamber of Commerei: EX*Out I ve
Chemist-0Y
Chi ropractor 40)

Computer Pr 11raner (f,m)
College Prof ,(f,m) vw....A454

;-i:T16811
Computer So es jm) 7422

Corretpondino Eureka Occupations

Accountants.
Sales 6. Sei-v.ice Managers
PUbfic 'Relations Workers
Cornmercl1tArtists & Designers
Business ry ces falespeople
farm* & Farm Managers 4;',

Vales E. Service Manager%
*mall Business Operators
Military OfficerS
Architects
Ili 1 itary Off i sers

---1/1ente,ntailiks. Secondary Teachers
`torner.cial Artists S. Designers

5982 .flandcgafters
4724 4Cornmerci al Art sts 6. DOM griers
1636 Loam Officers

nesarExeOut i yes'
8186' Cosinetorog i sts
2611
8454
8456
1184

- 2364
1195

,.2618
,.8122

(m) .

Credit Manager (f,m).-....1:
Denfal Assilltent *.
rental Hygienist (f)
Dent ist (f ,m1 f
Depart melt: Store Manager (m)
Dep t Store Sales 4

Dietitian r
-r,m)

.

Directos Christian
emenfiry. Teacher

tiseC..(f(f,m).
1:IIHEileache

litiikigner (f)

Ye Housekeeper
411). .. . J

Attendant (f)

rirester (m)

" 1636
13176
8174
8113

,,A7P*2
'Y7454

74841
8116,
1136
8456
2400
8456

9866
3456
'4164

.7856'
4 ,24

82

14
8456
5686
2366
7415

Education(f)
04441

(f,m) ,
1* )1..

( f

Funeral Di rector (m)
Guidance 'Counselor (f,m)

411 ghviay W trot Officers (ta)
!Home ,Ectoneolcs Teacher

nstrument Atsembtly
interior' Decorator
investment Fund Manager. (al

1111
a'

Biologists
Uni yerslt. s. Col leg&Teachers
Elementary-6. Secondary Teachers
Purchasing Agents i

D rafters %

Public Kelations Workers
Chemilts,
Chi ropractors
University & College Teachers
Programmers
Busiess Services Salespeople
Loan Officers *
Dental. Assistants
Dental Hygienists ,

Dentists'i
Sales 6. Service Managers

,Salespersons
Nokes Clerks
Difti.t i ans
Education Administrators
Elementary & Secondary Teachers
Engineering Occupations
Ele ntar'y /. Secondary Teachers
Perf rming Artists'
Do Illik is Service Workers
Farmers &Alarm. Managers_
Flight Afflhndants, ''''
Foresters
Forestry Technicians
Mortitians
Counselors 7,..,',..,
Law Enforcement Officers" . .

Elemintary 8. Seondery,Teachers
Electronics Assemblers
Decorators & Designee (interior)
Securities Sales ople 4

E-1



Language ihtettpreier(f)
Language Teacher (f)
Lawyer (f.m).

Librarian. (f,40

Life lnsurande Agent (f.)
. Mathematician ... ; . ..2332
Math - Science Teacher (f,m)
Medical Technologist (f,m) 2654
Merchant Marine Officer (m) 1172

Corresponding Eureka Occupations

...No Corresponding Occupation .. 4-

8456. Elementary & SeAndary Teachers 4
8432 Lawyers .

8462 Librarians ,

7416 Insurance Salespeople
Mathematicians,,.-
ElemerilieYt0004:Teichers:
ileol;h3tchnteiensiTechnoldg
wri 0 T f cers4. ''

...-.

3 'rs

inister (m)

Musiciae, (f,m)

Navy Officer (m)

Nurse, Licensed Practical (f,m)
Nurse, Registered (f,m)
Occupatipher Therapist (f)
OptomWist (f,m)..
Personnel Director (m)
Pharmacist (f,m)
Photographer (m)
Physical Education
Physical Scientist
Physical Therapist
Physician (fon)
Physicist (f)..

Police Officer (m)..
Priest (m)

Psychologist t-
Public Adailligtrator (m)

Purchasing rgent (m)
,Radidlogic TeehnicianAf)
Realtor, (m) -

Recreation Leader (f,m)

.5866
1172
1.173

...

Teacher

(m)

(f,m)

Reporters, (f,m)

talAlLnager On)
SchoolarSuperintendent (m)
Secretary. (f)

casts
Officers

fficers

ROOttical Nurses
Nurs4

8125 Therapist,
8115 7 trists
1186 nnelAanagers
812 armacists
473 Photographers
845e' lEleapntary &Secondary Teachers
8127 Physical. Therapists
8126 Health Therapists
8112 Physicians

'6"

2621 .-Physicist
9414 LaW Enforcement Officers
8436 Clergy
8418 Psychologists
1138 Public Administrators
1184 - Purchasing Agetit;
2654 Healths.TechnicianS/Technalogisfs

Real Estafe Salespeop4e
II:Creation Leaders'
Recreation Aides
Recregilodllerogrem Directors
Nritellft Editors
i;Sales & Sepice Managers
'Education 'Administrators
Secretaries
Stenographers

. it

'Carpenters
Elikvicians & Electricallepairers,
Too l & Die Makers

Elementary & Secondary Teachers
Social'SCientists

7417
8486

Skilfe rafts(inclbding arpenters, lib

elect Crians, tool &' die makers) (m) 4254
4

ilk 56 26

ir 5462
Science reScher:( , 8456

% 2144
2142
8416.

8128

4. h..

8488
8482
2176

136
..:1412

' 4101, .0414 *

Social W ker
Speech P3tholpgist (f,m)
Veterinarian (f4M)

tMocational Agriculture Teacher

WILA Staff (f).4
. ..t

(m)

Sociologists
Caseworkers ,

.

Speech PathologIsts/Audiologists
4 _8114 Veterinaelans

Aill ,

84544 tinivetsity & College Teachers
846 Eremeritery A SOcondary Teakiper.is

cRecreation Leaders.
_

.

...', '8482 Recreation Program'DirectO1 i
A... . '
ii, ..

9It



4- KUDER.DD/EUREICA:CONVERSION t

. k:
OCCUPATIONAL SCALES - MALE NORMS

Acc'tCertiffed Public
Arch rtect

Automobile Mechank
ile Salesman

r

'Bookstore Manager
Bricklayer
Buildipg Contractor,
Buyer
Carpenters
Chemise'
-Clothier,

. Computer Programmer
Counselor, High School
County Agricultural'Agent

Dentist,
Electrician

'Engineer, Civil
Engineer, Electrical
Engineer, Heating Air
Engineer, Lnduitrial
Engineer, Mechanical
'Engineer, Min1114 6 Metal
Farmer
horise
Forester
Insurance Agent
Interiorpecorator
Journalist
Lawyer
Librarian
Machinist
Mathematician
Math Teacher, High School
Meteorologist
Minister
Nurseryman
'Optometrist
Osteopath.
Painter; Mouse
Pediatrician-
Personnel Manager
Pharma0butical Salesman

,Pharmacist
PhotOkrapher
Physical Therapist
Phyilcien
Plumber
Plumbing Contractor

Contiftl

LE

16P4 Accountants
.2316 Architects
5112 Automobile Mechanic 8

7418 Automobile -Salespeoplea
1636 Loan Officer,
1616 Bookkeeper
1142 Small 1Tusiness Operators
4262 IBracidayers
1152, Gonstructions Superintendant
1181 Buyer- -

4254 'Carpenters
X1618 Chemists
7484 slles Clerk
7454 Salespersons
1684 Programmer
8414 Counselors
2414 'Agricultural Engineers
2628 Soil Scientists

.0
2631- Agricultural Scientists '

8113 Dentist
5626 Electricians 6 Elect. Repairer
2356 Engineering Technickaiss
2422 Electrical, Engineer
31.46 Heat 6 Cooling, Systems Mechanic
2424 Industrial Engineers
2428 Mechanical Ehgineer
2431 Metallurgical Engineers

14364 tamers, 6 Ferm Managers ,e,

4146 oral Designers.
4124 .Foresters
7416' Insurance alespeople
2386.- Interior Designers S Decorators
2(76 Writers 6 Editors
8432 ..Lawyer"'

8462 Librarian
5464 Machinists
2332 Mathematicians
8456 Elementary 6 Secondary Teachee.
2629 Astronomers

.

8436 Clergy -.

4144 Groundkeepers 6 Cardeners
8115 Optometrists
+8112 % Physicia9s
.4242 Painters'
8112 Physicians
1186 Personnel Manager
7454 Salespersoni
8124 Pharmacists "=1."
4724 Photographers #.

8127 Physical Therapists
8112 Physicians
.4274 Plumbers
4274 Plumbers

ww

O.

*

1.'

.

97
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1)CCUPATIONAL'SCWS - ALE NORMS (cont.)

.

Podiatrist
Polk:Omni
Postal Clerk .)

Printer
Psychiatrist'
Psychologist Clinical
Psychologi Counseling'

Psychologistt industrial
Psychology, Professor
Radio Station Manager
RealEstate Agent,
Sales Efig. Heailng/Air Con
Science Teacher, High School
SchooT Stirierintendent
Social Workeri.Group
Social Cipaworker
Social Vbrker; Psychiatric
St tistician
S 4/Foremanndmstrial
T vel Agent
T ck:Oriver w
T eviiion Repairman

. University PastOr .

Veterinarian .
Welder-
X -Ray Technician
YMCA. Secretary

.0

OCCUPATIONAL SCALESe: Fik1kE

Accountant
Bank Clerk

Beautician

Bookkeeper
Bookstore Manager
'Computer

1.
Counselor, Wig School
Dean of
Dental Ass tont
Depart /Store Sales

pre
,D

.

8112
5,414

1456
7122
4766
8112

8418
' 8414

-8418

8418
. )824
7417

7454
8456
1136
8424
8416'
8416
2331
*15

,

Physicians.
LawEnfor t.Officers
Messenger
Mail Carr ers
Printing ProguctionOccupation
Physiti ns
Psycho ists
PsYc fists

Cos* tOrs
PsyC logists.
'Psy logists
Ra Announcers

Estate Salespeople
espersons

ntary & Secondiry,Teacher
ucation Admiritrators
cial Service Specialists

CaseWorkers
Caseworkers
Statistician
Production Supeelntendents

4
Travel Agent

6 Truck Dolver
-/---RadrO & TV Service Technicians

36 Clergy'
114 ' Veterinarians

5482 Welders
2654 Health TeChniCians/Technologists
1412 Seeretaeles

an Administrative ,

Alan,. Public School
gist s

DegenstratIon Agent'
Igoe Ec Teacher, -College
'Intirlor Decorator
Lawyer
Librarian
Math Teacher, High School

ft"

Ams

1614/
1644
1400'

, lif16
8184

" .11614126%

1686
11684
8414
1/36.

8176
7484
744.

* 8116
8116
4146
7422
8454 *,

8462
8456:

Accountants
Bank Clerks
Clerical,Occupatiop
COimetologists 41.7

Barber
Bookkeeper,.
Small Business Operators
Comp4tr Operators
Progilmmer .

Counselor
Administrators
Dentat,Assistanti
Sales Clerks
Saleipersons
Dietitian
Wetitidn
Floral Designers
Businesi;SierviCe, Salespeople
,University s College Teacher

. Interior Designers & Decorator
lawyer
Librarian
Elementary &'Secondary Teacher



COLLEGE MAJOR SCALES MALE NORMS
I-

4 , :

Agriculture 061
Animal Husbandry 174
Architecture

-' 037;Art S Art Education :

Biological Sciences -- , 131
Business Accit & Finance 145
$usines Marketing 146
Busing,* nagement 145
Economies, L., 583
Elementary Education
Engineering Chemical
Engineering Electrical
Engineeri9g Mechanical
English "-

Foreign Languages
Forestry

= History
Mathematics .

Music & Music Education
Physical Sciences
Physical Education
Political Science & Govt
-Premed, Pharm & Dentis ry
Psychology
Sociology
U.S. Air Force Cadet'
U.S. Military Cadet

234

r

Agricuituce
Animal Grooming and Training
Architecture
Art
.Biology

Business Management & Admin.
7 Marketing

Business Management & Admin.
N%- Economics

_Elementary Education
251 Englheering
251 Engineering
251 Engineering
441 English and Literatursie

-931 Foreign nguages
8 Forestry

84 History
4§1 Mathematic
314 Music

COLLEGE MAJOR SCALES, FEMALE NORMS

Art ,Art Education , _

Biological "Sciences
,

Business Ed & Commerce

Drama

Elementary Educatioc
English r,

Foreign Languages
General Social Sciences
Healtyrofessions
Hiitory

Home Economics Education
Mathematics
Music & Music Education,

.Nursing
Physical Education

, Political Science
Psycliblogy

Sociology
Teachfng Catholic

.

c

.521'. Physical Stiences
235 Physical Education
586 Political' Sciencelt
363 Medicine (MD).
541 Psychology
587 Sociology
5)1 Military Science
511 Military Science

311 Art
131 Biology
145. 'Business Administration

& Management
316 Drama; Theatre
234 Elementary Education .

441 Engliiih add Literature.

3641

Foreign Languages
2 General Studies-Spci Science

376
584
411

481

314

35314
235
586
541

58!

Wealth Public A
History
Home Economics
Mathematics
Music
Nursing
Physical Edut tion
'Political Sc ence
PsychoTgy
Sociology

F=3



GLOSAR'Y

ACCESS STRATEGY A.method for ap proaching the, infOrmation files.,
'QUEST it EUREKA'S "access'strategy."

.
ACOUSTIC coupaii A device used to connect alcomouter terminal to

an ordinary telephone (the coupler converts the
electrical pulses'from the terminal.to audio
signals) so 4formatioh can be transferred over
terephonei.li s to and froma computer.

'V

APTITUDES
Specific-capacitieS'or.abilities-required of
an individual in order to facilitate the
-of some task. The aptitude section in the, occur
pational description describes native or innate

V qualifications which Are hecessaryto perform a
job: physic capacities, mental abilities of

l Ivartbus,kind emperaments, and interests.

ATTit
A The computer file lontaining the coding on attri-

butes for each occupation in the system basedon
the twenty-one item QUEST questionnaire. Type v
th "ATTR" and the occupational code number to get
a list of the answers that would keep the partic."
ular occupation on the QUEST list.

Characteristics of occupations. They are used in
QUEST to identify occupations for career exploration.

BATCH
Entry of data -into a computer using IBM cards or
special forms. Contrast with interactive mode.

The computer fife containing bikliographic references
to supplement the information antained in CIS.

The'tOtality of work one does'. n lifetime.

Informational and related services relevant to,.s
occupational exploration, preparation, and experience.

ATTRIBUTE'

REER.

CAREER EDUCATION

CLUSTER

'CONSORTIUM

CRT

A grouppf occupations4hich.share a common, fairly
specific function such as providing health services

.

or administering an organization.. Occupations with-
in- a cluster'share a substlntial core of skills-
and knowledge and are frequently interrelated by
production processor work 'environment*

The formal of representatives from
EUREKAiuier.sites.-

)

hode Ray-Tube. A compUter terminal with an,
electronicyacuum tub.or TV-like screen for visual
display of information sent to and from a computer.

r.
6-1
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CVIS 'Computerized Vocational Information System, an
early (1968) computer-based guidance system which'

*
I had A powerful impact on using computers /in coun-

seling and capacity because it stores student
records.

DATA ENTRY Entering of.data into a computer through a keypunch
(

i.
machine or computer terminal.

...

DISCOVER An Outgrowth'of CV DISCOVER is a compleX computer-
based career guida _and counselor-administrative

' ENTRY WAS

. support systeskwhich has 12 modules including one
of yalues clgrificati n andanother on occupational
information., Its requ res,a large computer system
and ispconseque tly quite expensive to implement.

DICTIONARY. OF OCCUPATIONAL TItLES, a Department of
r Labor publication which defines about 20,000 occu-

pations. Designed as a job placement tool to
facilitate matching job requirements and work skills,
the DOT uses inter-relationships between job tasks
and requirements to group occupations.-

The amount of money a person entering an occupation
without experience 'in the field can expect to earn.

:

Entry wages may be stated in hourly, monthly or
yearly rat8s. 4,

UNCTION A spediil duty or perfor4ance required of'a person
, do

f

thing in the course of work or activity. For dR=
ample, the function of a Law Enforcement Officer-
'is to protect and assist the public. The functional
Alastlfication system used by EUREKA to group
occupations classifies oedupations on the basis of
job characteristics or 'functions. It focusest on
the dominant activity or central job duty,, not on
an .overall skill level or some vartaOle which is of,

little significance te,some occupations.

GrS Guidance InformationiSystem, a computer-delivered
career .informatiqp system-Which is a proprietary
product of the Timeshare Corporation. GIS uses
nationwide 4 to files, and its, printouts are rather
cryptic to r adl ft,

)

H$RD COO. A recor Of computer inOdires and tsponses printed

HARDWARE

0

on paper by a hard-copy computer terminal.

%

, .

Electronic or
data; inclu
processing
plexers, etc.

chanical equipment used to process

"
erminals, acoustic couplers, central,
disk drives, tape drives, multi- i

)(

HARDWIRE NA direct connection between a cOmputer terminal and,

46-2

.11 a a computer. Becausea cable connects the two,*no
modems, acoustic couplers, or telephones are used.

I VI



INFORMATION DEVELOPMENT

INTERACTIVE MODE,

The partofitielliEKA staff,responsible for the .

content of the system. They find sources of
informatinn and lyze, compile, and write this
-information in alpsInaable.and,understandable

Keyboard Otry'ofinformatiOn into-a computer'
which allows the'user to interact alb conversem
AOth the computer. Contrast with batch mode.

--LICENSE Official or. legal pertission to do a specific
thing. r Proof of the permtssion is usually granted
in therform of a document or card .issued by a
governmental agency. This licensing section in the.

_occupational and preparation statements provides.:
information abOut exams and/or fees required for
licensing for an Occupation, including'qualifica4
tions for licensing, procedures for obtaining- a
license; and agencies approved to grant licenses

A procedure for validating legitimate users and
allowing them to run.a particular computer program.
In a typical "lOg-in" operation, the user types on
the computer terminal a predefined sequence of
numbers and passwokis which are checked by the
computer to protect against incorrect or unauthorL
ized.access intoAheiprograms.

OCCUPATION Jobs are identified as_Comprising,anloccupation
when theyexhibit like job dutie,.- They can
normally also be expected to perform at about the
same level of difVcuty or responsibility. and to
requAreabout the same skills, knowledge,- and
physilal. characteristics.

OUTLOOK

PASSWORD

OCCUPATIPNAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK; An excellent
nationaljoccupational inform& on handboo pub-

klished 14 the-U. S. Departme q Labor e ry
'other year. It is avails le for $8 from G vern-
ment Printing Office Book oret.

The section -eft the occupatio 1 description which =.....

describes the relationship between supply (workers)
and demand (jobs) for an ofcupation. Outlook taltes-
into consideration not Only the projected growth --

for an occupation but also the turnovet-Nrate, the ;

supOly'of people"to fill the openings,'and the
health,of.t industries the occupation is primarily
found in. a

,

. .

A predetermined code word usedcto make ilable a
. particular coMpu;er program and to kee Othor:

ized people from using the system since o Ty certain
people knoWthe proper words) to use. '

J

-,P ' . /-
.The physical fafility for connectin0 line coming.
in-from t user terminal to'the computer.

t .

47"/
,
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RREpiiimioN '

0
PRINTOUT

SOFTWARE

TAPE, -

A

I, .1

TERMINAL

TRAkSFER.PROGRAMS

-

USER SERVICES

'.5("(

MAGES,./
)

7 3

6-4

._The education; training and experience4. required for -

employment in an occupation; also, relevant desirable
preparation beyond minimum requirements. A pre-
paration (PREP) statement can be. obtained for any

_EUREKA occupation by typing "PREP" and the occupational
code number. s

See "HARD COPY"

System of*Interactive-Guidanceakd Information;
desigped primarily for college-students; runs Only.

-en-the-MP-11 computer;. includes value clarification
but-no localized data. . .

it

Computer languages, programs, and files. Contrast
.

.with:"HARDWARE. ,

r
AMkgnetic computer tape stored/Wreels and'used to
transfer'data, in this case the EUREKA programs and
files, from One computer to another:

A device attached directly to a computer through.
telephone lines or other communJcations links and
designed fbr user-computer interaction: Theriare.

,% a variety ottypes including cathode ray tubes.'
(CRY) and teetypevriters (,TTY).

A' method of computeroperation in which the computer.
is shared bYiultiple.users at. what hppears to be
tbe same time:' Although the computer...actually
fir:vices each user in_sequence, its speed makes it
appear as if all the users are handled simultan-
eously.

Prog'rans a associate *greet level, .usually
eslablished. at.community colleges, consisting of-
twoVears of college work of a' type normally trans,
ferable to institutions which grantba elor'i
degrees. These programs ale accepted many fotir/)
year institutions as the total complet 'n of.the
firs years of a bachelor's degrbn
inCludf allieineral education requirements.

, . .

`EUREKA staff Who-maintain contacts with 'users sites,
conduct training orkshops:and demonstrations, and
generally publici thesystem. '

Straightfittme-c nsation rates.(before deductions).
.frot specific occ ions, .E es fringe benefitt
such asApstirtnce, vacation and retirement plans.

be ,Mated in hourly, monthly- or yearly rates.

-

1113'
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